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General Moody expected to return to
Washington eome time today and will
hold a conference with Messrs. Morrison, Kellogg and Purdy on the
Standard Oil matters. This probably
will be one of the last conferences be.
fore the announcement is made as to
whether the suit will be brought
t
law
under the Sherman
against the Standard Tho announcement is likely to be made about the
middle of the week.
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WHAT MRS. SAGE WILL
THEJRUST
DO WITH HER MILLIONS.
New York, Nov. 12. Mrs. Russell
SERETARY SHAW REFUSES
Sage will give away the bulk of her
TO AID MONEY MARKET.
fortune, of about $80,000,000, be- Warehouses Were in Kentucky On Deieware. Lackawana & Killed the Bomb Thrower Who
12. Secretary
Washington,
Nov.
queathed to her by her late husband,
today said that there Is no presShaw
to Individuals whom she considers
Western. Will Aggregate
and Belonged to the
Missed -- Moscow Univerent need for going to the assistance
worthy, who through no fault of their
of the money market, and that as was
own are so unfortunate as to need
Fully $30,000.
Tobacco Trust.
sity Opens gain.
before stated by him, unless the con
nss'stance and too proud to ask for
dltlon shall materially change, he will
It. It will not be given to endow
adhere to his Intention not to refund,
churches nor to those writing begging
NORTH CAROLINA RAILbuy bonds or Increase deposits,
SOCIALISTS UNVT.1L
letters. Mrs. Sage said she will do DEMOCRATS GIVE UP
all she can, however, for struggling
ROAD SOLD AT AUCTION
HARRIb
OF
HOPE
ALL
TO
A
BAILEY
STATUE
NATIONAL TREASURY REFUSES
churches and Institutions devoted to
TO BUY SILVER AT 72.
the care of the needy and elck. "1
Washington, Nov. 12. The treasshall keep only sufficient of the for
New York. Nov. 12. The demands
Nov. 12. WareTenn.,
Moscow,
Nashville,
12. A bomb
Nov.
was
ury department today received offers
tune left me by my husband, to live
of the American Snuff com- of the engineers employed by the thrown at Mayor Reinbot this morn- for the sale of silver to the governquietly and comfortably," Mrs. Sage houses
SENATE INDIAN COMMISSION
Delaware,.
a,
Lackawanna
&
Western
pany
Eddyville,
ing.
and
Princeton
hurt,
Relnbot, who was not
at
ment at 72. The offers were rejected
MET IN KANSAS CITY, MO. said today.
Ky., have been wrecked by railroad were adjusted today at a con- pulled his revolver and killed the and Secretary Shaw stated subseKansas City, Nov. 12. The senate
ference
letweett
President
Truesdale
were
blown
dynamite.
Two of them
quently that no more silver will be
Indian commission, made up of sena GOLDEN JUBILEE OF
of the enginup last night and the Eddyville ware- and
bought at the present high prices.
A CATHOLIC CHURCH
eers.
tors Clark, of Wyoming; Long, of
The
engineers
a
granted
were
Bloodtoday.
up
OPENING OF THE
house was blown
The government has on band silver
r
Philadeplhia,
Pa.,
Nov.12 Arch hounds followed the trail of the
Kansas; Brandegee and Teller, of Col.
day and an Increase in wages
MOSCOW UNIVERSITY. enough to keep the mints in operaorado, met this morning and talked bishop Ryan and prominent members
for ten miles into Caldwell aggregating for 900 engineers J3tU0
Moscow, Nov. 12. The University tion for some time, and he regards the
over the plans for their trip this week of the Catholic clergy from all parts wreckers
county. Several months ago the trust to $35,000 annually.
was opened again today, the rector be- preseut prices as too high, to warrant
to Indian Territory to inquire into the of the United States were present to warehouses in the southern part ot
ing present.
It was closed on the the government in making any more
Clark, of day at the celebration of the Golden Kentucky were dynamited tho grow- SELLING A RAILROAD BY
condition of the Indians.
Montana, will Join the others in lae jubilee cf the Church of Our Mother ers who sold tobacco to ' the trust
AUCTION IN NORTH Cft'ttOLINA night, of, October. Slst by a govern- purchases at these prices.
ment proclamation In consequence tit MEETING'OF FEDERA- "
territory. The committee will start of Consolation In this city.
At
Jackson,
from
N.
received warning messages
C, Nov. 12. The violations
of the rule against political
this evening for Vlnlta, where on Sfjemn liigh mass the provincial of "night raiders."
unique spectacle of a railroad llng meetings
OF
TION
LABOR
In university buildings. The
Tuesday they will hold their first the Augu8tlnian Order was. the celeMinneapolis, Minn., Nov . 12. in
sold by auction was witnessed here
meeting.
brant and over eleven priests were
today. As a result of suits pending students have expressed their deter- tho National hotel here tonight 400
Give Up Kansas.
Democrats
notwithstanding recent ar- delegates representing 2.000,000 mem-her- THREE EMPLOYES KILLED
present. The music of the mass was
Topeka, Kan., Nov. 12. W. H. in the federal courts of North Carolina mination,
rests; to continue the discussion of
sung by twenty scholastics from
PROMINENT ENGLISH DIPLORyan, chairman of the democratic for the past five years, a decree for political
ON SUNSET LIMITED.
of tho American Federation of
subjects and It is feared that
MAT WEDS AMERICAN GIRL
college and eighty-fiv- e
schol state central committee, disbanded Bale was recently signed by which tile
were addressed by Presldont
San Jose, Cal., Not. 12. Three emtho university's charter will be re- Samuel Gompers
Washington, Nov. 12. Miss Kath- astics chanted the Gregorian vespers. his headquarters today and said: "It Northampton and Hartford railroad,
and other prominent ployes were
by the explosion ot
leen Clayton was married to Mr. The parish was formed by the late seems now that Governor Hoch is re- together with a large and valuable voked. The charter was granted by labor leaders from all over the states. an engine onkilled
the south-boun- d
Sunset
Great.
of tho great- - The meeting was purely a business
Some
Grant Duff in the Belgian Legation Joseph Mlddleton in 1S85 when he elected by 1,500, although we have tract of timber land, and new mill Peter... the
..
limited at Sargent's station last night.
I
1..
t... Tl I., t
here this forenoon.
Seldom has and his seven sons Joined tho Roman not received complete official reone. Mr. Gompers was unanimously Some of the passengers were badly
Washington society been more Inter- Catholic faith at Montlcello where the turns."
president and Mr. Morri- shaken up, but no one was Injured
a ' "
iH'ftciy e.ieuuiug nie ran-- ;
ested in a function of this kind as convent of Mount St. Joseph now Is.
son secretary for the ensuing year. seriously.
road. Ifie properties are estimated HONORING A
FRENCH
the romance of this beautiful socie- Mr. Middleton with permission of BANK WRECKERS OF
to be worth $10i),0ti0 and the sale is!
Mr. Gompers now enters on his 25th
ty girl and the young English dip- Bishop Newman built the church and
REVOLUTIONARY
PIONPPR year as president of tho federation.
taking place for the purpose of reduc-- '
OHIO ARE CHARGED
MISSOURI PACIFIC HURTS
lomat lias not been without Its thorn since the laying of the cornerstone in
Washington, Nov. 12. In the su- ing the number of stockholders.
Paris. Nov. 12. In Rue lo Martre
ELEVEN OF ITS PASSENGERS.
in the path of roses. Miss Clayton's 55 his successors have taken an ac- preme court of the United States
SIOUX
INDIANS
ON
this afternoon a largo crowd of soSt. Louis, Nov. 12. Two coache
engagement was announced two years tive part in the cause of Catholicity here today the case of Batchell and
A LONG TRAMP.
cialists
witnessed
a
unveiling
the
of
ago In the City of Mexico, where she in this city.
Fort Smith, Ark., Nov. 12. A num- and a sleeping car on the Missouri.
others versus Sheriff Wilson, of JURY TO DETERMINE
small statue of Gabriel Bailly. Ilailly
met Mr. Duff, son of the late Sir
ber of Sioux Indians have passed here Pacific fast mall from Kansas City,
Stark county, Ohio, was taken up.
mayor
was
of
was
Paris
and
beheaded'
were thrown from the track by a
Mountstuart. The young man was at PARASITES TO DESTROY
The case is known as the "Canton
17ii3. He was a patriot and man of on their way to their reservation In
i hut time the British charge de affaires
THE BOLL WEEVIL Bank Wrecking case" and the jury
IF GUN PLAY WAS LEGAL in
South Dakota. They were travelling broken rail near Eureka, Kan., today,
science,
the
first
and
citizen
Purls
of
London, Nov. 12. Mr. Edward Her- will deal with no less tnan twenty-fou- r
in the City of Mexico, and Miss Clayto take an oath never to separa'e un- with a circus which broke up in Ala- aud eleven passengers were Injured.
ton, ns daughter of General Powell bert, the well known botanist sailed
Indictments, in four cases, in
til they had obtained a free const bama, leaving them without money. MICHIGAN
Clayton of Arkansas, American min- from here today for New York. He which the defendant Is charged, by
Fraak Blake nnd Jesus Maria, with
CENTRAL ENGINE
They are walking to South Dakota
WILDLY RUNS INTO DEPOT.
ister to Mexico, was tho much sought Intends visiting the states of Ixuls-lan- a various meuns to wreck banks. The six witnesses, have engaged the atand two of them who reached here
and Virginia and states where cases involve the constitutionality of tention of the district court all dav.
after belle of the diplomatic set. A
stated that thev walked from Little
Detroit, Nov. 12. One man was
few months after the engagement was the boll weevil has mado Its appearRock.
killed and several were Injured, three
the slate law governing the prosecu- and late this afternoon the Jury will, CHARGED WITH SELLING
and is tion of fraudulent banking and is at prouauly retire to determine whether
announced It was officially broken off, ance in sugar plantations
badly, today, when a Michigan Central
no reaaon being assigned by the causing such havoc. Mr. Herbert in- tracting considerable attention in Blake drew a deadlv weunon m Maria
ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITS
freight engine ran way end cresheil
beautiful debutante, and Mr. Duff tends to introduce a parasite to des- banking circles all over the country. '
BOSTON,
IN
MASS. Into the Third street depot, tearlnjr
a saloon in Sandoval county, after
BOOZE
TO
REDMEN
went big game hunting In India. Hav- troy the weevil which has done inMass.,
Boston,
2.
Nov.
me arguments of Attorney Heacock,
Over
down a largo section- of that strucing met again the dormant love came calculable damage to the sugar crop LIPTON OPENS "SHAMROCK
objects of Interest to architects, ture.
who appears for the territory In the
The man killed Is George R.
to the surface with today's result. In the United States this year.
agriculture
pubstudents of
and the
Booth, parcel agent.
FAIR" IN NEW YORK. Place ot Dlstfict Attorney Clancy., and
Tho crew on
Miss Clayt n Is the sister of the
Boslic
generally, are on view at the
New York, Nov. 12. Today Sir! Summers Btirkhart, attorney lor the!MAXIMO CHAVES SAID TO HAVE
the engine' saw the passenger train
LIQUOR
Baroness Moncheur, whose husband
ton
DISPENSED
Architectural
clubs exhibition approaching from behind and Jumped.
TO
Thomas Upton opened "Shamrock defense,
here. Exhibitors from all over the The deserted engine
NAVAJOS.
.is of the Belgian legation.
The case is brought to Bernalillo
Fair," which was started for the pur- dashed
th
states show their work and there are station, tearing out a section into
pose of raising funds in aid of the county on a change ot venue. Maria.
twenty-fiv-e
.Maximo
a
SNAKE'8 FANG DROPS
Chaves,
keeper
saloon
of
nlso a large number of designs from
new schools In the Carmel-- ' wno is the chief witness for the pros- - Alameda, was
wide, and tho second and
IN
ALBUQUERQUE children's
OUT OF HIS THUMB.
arrested on complaint Ixndon French and German archi- third feet
no
Twenty-nintecuiion, lesuneu that Blake approach-street- . of District Attorney
district,
Bast
floors over this section colNew York. Nov. 12. Twenty years
Clancy,
who
.
tects of standing.
The architectural
The schools were erected at ed him in a saloon nt Jamess Springs
ago Donald Burns an animal trainer
him with selling liquor to two students of Harvard have a fine ex- lapsed.
enormous cost and are an ornament to ull1 stated ho had an order for Lis charges
now keeper of the bird house in the
Navajo
prendians.
He
given
was
a
BLIND LEADER OF THE BLIND'
hibit and an Improved system of methe city. There was a large and fash- - arrest. Maria asked to see the
liminary hea ring. before Justice of the chanical
Central Park zoo, was bitten on the
drawing.
TALKS INTERESTINGLY ON
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
of J.
attendance when Sir Thomas rant, and, it Is said, Blake had none.
Miguel Chaves in Old Albu- I). Curtln a nativeThe invention
thumb of lii.--i left hand by a boa conPeace
of Cork, Ireland,
Marie refused to nccompanay him querque tills mornlsg
In a few fitting words declared the
NEW TERRITORAL
strictor.
ami
bound
over
Is attracting considerable attention.
fair open and he was afterwards es- - nd Blake drew a gun. Maria subse-corte- to await the action of the grand
The snake was one of Brazil speINSTITUTION.
Jry.
had Blake arrtsted
through the bui.t.lng bv the'nuently
for
NEW YORK STOCKS.
cies and the bite was not poisonous.
Navajos,
The
who
are
A
have
BANK WITH A SURsaid
to
Roman Catholic bishop of New York, "rawing the weapon
been
However, Burns' thumb felr uncomiu
S. H. Gill, superintendent
intoxicated
Alameda
several
OF
$5,000,000.
PLUS
Following quotations received
of the
by
Probate Court Note
e
brought to the sheriff's
fortable for a week or so. Then the New Mexico institute for the blind at Countess I'iiry and Mrs. Ashmnn and
New York, Nov. 12. A meeting of K. J. Graf & Co., Albuquerque, N. M.
Probate Judge Jesus Romero dial- linn s. were
pain went into his arm. After a few Alamogordo, urrived in this city lasi. others.
i
the
house
court
at
Suturduy
Nal
lie
stockholders
of tho Chase
Correspondents for Loan
Bryan,
ed up a lot of minor mutters in prowlit re they confessed they tional bank was held hero today for
weeks the animal trainer forgot about night and Is stoj ping at tho Savoy.
American Sugar
bate court, which was in session this h.nlnoon
1329k
bought liquor from Chavez in the purpose of determining tho ques Amalgamated Copper
it. The other day in the zoo Burns Mr. Gill Is lilinself a blind man and FAILURE OF THE FALL
109
MACKEREL FISHERY. mornlug.
They
Alameda.
was sweeping out a cage when ho is therefore a most capable Judge of
are
to
se
havo
said
increasing
of
tion
capital
the
stock American Smelters
Tampa, Fla., Nov. 12. There is a
The annual report of Severn San- cured the stuff from him on
reh a sharp pricking sensation In his tli bent fits of training for members
several The preseut captlal of the bank is American Car Foundry
42Vj
scarcity of mackerel on the chez nnd Virginia Hugos Sanchez,
occasions.
right thumb. There was a hard sub- oT the community w lio are deprived great
i
xi.Uuu,uou
surplus
a
and it has
of
Aliiilson. common
97
,
of the estate of Carlos
southeastern coast and in the gulf,
at-- t
brought
was
The
matter
to
the
stance under the skin. By opening of their sight.
was
to
decided
It
transfer Anaconda
266
deceased, was Died, aud Monboats are prepared for
ntion of Assistant United States Atthe cuticle Burns forced out a piece
Before returning lo the institution, wherefallspecial
tho surplus to the capital stock.
Baltimore ft Ohio
116
mackerel fishery.
A very day, Dec. 12, was set as tho date for torney Medler us being more properly
of a snake's fang. It wag about the of which he has charge, ho will visit tho
Brooklyn Rapid Traaslt
76
large number of boats are engaged in hearing objections to the same.
a case for the federal courts but since THE NATIONAL FOX
si
of a l ean. A physician declared .os Limits from which place lie
Colorado Fuel
60Vh
A continuance was bad in the muttills fishery, but they have nu t wli.
is a territorial statute covering
there
to receive a pupil in uddition so
HUNTERS'
ASSOCIATION.
that the tmrke's tooth had broken off
Chicago
Grtat Western
litilo success this season that it ter of tho guardianship of Guadalupe he offense of selling liquor to InKy.,
12. There Canadian Pacific
Bradstown,
in the flesh of Burns' left thumb and to three at this point, whose parents
Nov.
173
the work will be abandon- Lucero, owing to the absence of Ma- dians, the ease was taken up In the was a largo gathering of sportsmen
had circulated through his body for have under consideration the matter is expectedscarcity
Krie common
42
i,f mackerel has terial witnesses.
(listriri
atiorney's
office.
anfrom
twenty years, finally finding n way out of placing their children in his charge. ed. The
parts
of
the
all
state
at
tho
&
Ixiulsvllle
140
Nashville
The last will Hif lesuin.-n- t of the,
been especially ni tie utile sim-the
Mr. Gill said when interviewed
y
in the right thumb.
field
of
nual
the
Fox
trials
National
Missouri Pacific
92
late Coinlllo 11. Strotli.-was pre- - PANAMA CANAL
Hunters association which commenc- Mexican
that the Institution, whirl! is new, recent storm.
23V4
sented for probate aint December 12
H ANN A'S BODY NOW
TENDERS RECEIVED, ed here today. Upwards ot fourteen National Ceiitral
this year has already received twelve GREAT GATHERING OF FARM
Lead
74fc
set as ine lime lor prn ing the same.
Washington,
12. Tenders Kennels from the eastern
Nov.
pupils all of whom are doing well and
IN NEW MAUSOLEUM.
were
states
New
York Central
126
WORKERS IN LOUISIANA
me appraisement ,,t the estate of from contractors, for tho construction represented
Cleveland. Ohio, Nov. 12. The Han. setni pleased with their environment.
west
while
tho
iJiii-siansouth
Ontario
and
ft Western
44
Baton Rouge, Nov. 12. Iu the
ullaee Douglas,
ceased, was ap-- ,
na mausoleum In Lnke View cemetery They are given the full public school
the Isthmian canal were received havo very large entries.
Pennsylvania
university
137
here today proved by the court and the petition of
todav. All bidders have to prove that
is completed, the last work on the course and in addition are taught mu more State
Heading,
common
142
than fifteen Luudrad hiislndM-me- of George P.
asking to bo they have an available capital of $5,- - THE 6P0ILATI0N OF
beautiful granite memorial to Senator sic both instrumental and vocal. InKock Island, common
every
28
quarter
from
of nppoiuiea administrator or the
Ihmhhhi. A certified check for S7ou lino
Marcus A. Hauua, late leader of the dustrial branches are also taiuht, the the country
NIAGARA
FALLS.
Southern Pacific
90
tho annual ate or Sarah K. Overstreet, was ap- - has been
AVashlngton,
from each
republican party, lelng done last boys engaging in the making of conference of attended
12. The
final
Nov.
St.
Paul
171 ',3
American AssociaThe bond was fixed at tractor and a bond of $3,000,ooo will hearing of applications for permits
week. The body was housed therein brooms and the girls doing fancy tion of Farmersthe Institute
Southern Railway
32
'0,
workers.
bld- - for the use ot Niagara Falls for power
required
from
bo
successful
work in raffia and beads.
the
thin week.
Union
Pacific
Practical matters in connection with
180.
will of John Condon was der. The tenders will take some time transmission purposes,
Ihe
toDr. Grey, of El Paso, one of the first
The building,
in its simple
commenced
Uulted States Steel common.... 45TH
tiling of the soil and with fores- proven this morning and admitted to
day.
consideration and when the
grandeur, statui opposite the Wade occulistg of the west is regularly em- the
The chief of engineers of the United States Steed pfd
I04
try were discussed and valuable ino V Marian and Thomas for
tractor is declared he must start army submitted reports and exhibits Greea cons
memorial. A magnificent graalte walk ployed by the institute, which he vis- formation disseminated
25 B
the presi- iveneiieiwere appointee!
admlnis-- ! work immediately.
showing how the scenic beauty of the Old Dominion
-- 00
ngth leads up to the its at certain intervals, thereby as- dent of Agriculture aud by Mechanical
feet it6s
trators. Their bond was fixed at li'.i .
was
falls
being
effected
monument
tho
and
cost suring the return of sight where the colleges who were present.
The mausobum
Copper
Range
Hi
(MI0.
IMMIGRATION AND
' 110,000.
possibility of liecessful treatment exAmerican Historical
association Is North Butte
llu
QUARANTINE SERVICE. prepared to submit evidence in supists.
Butte Coalition
THE EXTENTION OF
STATE FAIR OF
35'i
Nashville,
Tenn., Nov. 12. Gov- port of the contention.
GREAT OEMAND FOR
i ne grow in or an institution
&
LOS
California
ANGELES BOUNDARIES
of
Arizona
.153
NEGROES IN GEORGIA ernor-; lilaiicbard, of Louisville; Cox,
LABORERS BY S. P. CO. this character is necessarily slow "
12.
.
Cal.,
Angeles,
Nov.
Grasby
in
Macon, fia.. Nov.
13
12. The
Iis
Rev.
Tennessee; Glenn, of North CaroKansas City Livestock.
.Sun Kru ifcco, Nov. 12. The South, says Superintendent Gill, "ag parent's connection
with the promised incorBooker T. Washington ttas the prin- of
15.
Kaasas City. Nov. 12. Cattle li.utiO. Shannon
lina; Vanlman. ot Mississippi, aud
era Pacific Railroad company wants of blind children are loathe to ),art poration of San Pedro and Wilming- cipal
attraction nt the Georgh,
.Folk, of Missouri, were tho principle Including
1200 southerns,
market
with them for the time necessary. But ton with this city, and acting on the gro
upwards .f 6.OO0 laliorers for its
Metal Market.
State fair w hich lu lled here
Native steers $I.OUft6.50
at the Southern Conference steady.;
speakers
works, and in Southern Cali- if they could be brought to realize monster petition handed the state an
Nw York, Nov. 13. Copper fir 111.
n-Upwards
of
colthousand
3.00(&!D.23;
steers
Quarantine
southern
southern
which
of ImmiKiatiou and
fornia ami Nevada new works are how much hapi inesg tan be added to thorities by the harbor commissioners ored people
.'i.2.iri 22 r,u. l.ead steady
a.75C
iu town and tonight took place here today.
Important cows 2.(Mi(fi 3.25; native cows and 5.!,V
greatly jrejeded owing to the greiil the child's life as a result of ability aud chamber of commerce an ele lion Secretary of are
AgricultureWilson,
Deal
stocktrg
heifers
wenfeed$2.005.00;
discussed and resolu
and
l,. U taking place here today. The iines-tioscarcity of laborers.
In Northern to read nnd unrU- their i.rr
Jackson, Hie well known South Geor matters
.75r4fi0; bulls $2.13'3.75; calMoney Market.
Ariwjna. and (Southern Nevada there Is "U direction would be more easily
tions dealing with the matters in ers
haras
or
gia
either
both
to
w ill deliver
whether
farmer,
others,
and
3.
ves
50;
r.
mi
75446.
New York, Nov. 12. Prime
room for
wesiern steers $3.50
forwarded to cou'overcome'
al.Kti,
nen
bors will In- Included, is the i.s;ie. addresses
western
lie
rows
can'
t'.'fiC'i; silver 71 c.
rrss
f2.5uftlii.
east-bomi-

west-boun-

d,.

d

east-boun-

Fre-doui-

bomb-throwe-

ten-hou-

ti

THREE

Valparaiso, Ind., Nov. 12. Flftjr tot
of 167 Immigrants who were on Utm
Baltimore ft Ohio train which collided
head-owith a freight train this morning at Woodsville, ten aitles (ram
here, are missing and it Is believed
their bodies were consumed by fire
which destroyed six coaches of the Immigrant train.
The colliding trains were No. 7. '
west-bounmade up of express and
passenger cars, and freight train No.
86,
The express train
had 160 passengers, nearly all Immigrants.
The wreck occurred on a.
curve and the engineers had but little time to reverse levers and Jump.
The accident, it Is declared, is tho.
result of misdirection by the train dispatcher. He ordered the
held at Chicago Junction to allow the
passenger to pass. Tho
passenger was running lu two sections, but the conductor
was not notifled of this. ' .When the
first section had passed he pulled out
and started for Chicago on the mala
track, and tho colHsloa f6ll6wed.
The first" reports" Indicated fiva
known dead and a number of missing.
Later, railroad officials said that only
one was killed outright.
They declare that they believe no one w &.
burned to death.
It Is known thav
there are a large number of injured.,
and the Baltimore & Ohio officiant
have notified the Mercy hospital at
Chicago to be prepared for the reception of forty injured persons.
Worst News Confirmed.
Chicago, Not. 12. At 1 o'clock this ,
afternoon the officials ot the Baht- - .
more & Ohio announced that they had.
received positive news from the -wreck at Woodvllle,, and it wa ;.
known tbat out-133 person's-oUia,v
Intrain forty were killed, thirty-fivjured and sixty escaped.

Charleston, Nov. 12. Wireless tele
grams received here from the- - battleship Louisiana, with the president and
party aboard, show that at 7 o'clock
this morning the ship with- her con
voys was at a point about COO miles
southeast of Jupiter Inlet, Florida.
The squadron was headed for the
passage, between
Crooked
island
Crooked island and Watong. or San
Salvador Island, where Columbus first
landed on this hemisphere, and was
making about fifteen knots.
Captain
Cowen expects to reach Cape Maysl,
at the eastern extremity of the island
The president
of Cuba by nightfall.
and all his party are well.
-

p. m.

CONGRESS WILL TAKE
UP TARIFF QUESTION.
Chicago. Nov. 12. A dispatch to the
Tribune from Washington says: Ira
mediately after congress convenes
next month, Senator Cu.iom, of 1111
nois, will introduce a Joint resoution
in the senate providing for the ap
pointment of an expert tariff commission to consider and report on sched
Such
ules which should be ralBed.
commission shall be absolutely non
subject
partisan and shall treat the
according to' the needs of the busiIn the
ness interests of the country.
judgment of Cullom, the time has
come to eliminate the tariff from politics and make It what it should be, a
practical business proposition.

and Injured 35 Out of
135 Passengers.

Treasury Refuses to Buy Silver at Michigan Central Freight Engine
Runs Into Depot. Killing Agent
72. as Secretary Says Price
and Injuring Many.
Is Too High.

tors' report of the condition of Gen
eral Shatter at 3 o'clock this morning
was .that he had pawed a very rest

unti-trus-

NOT THINK

NEEDED

less night.
While his condition Is
low, he cannot be said to be sinking.
General Gradually 6inking.
At 10:45 Dr. Mitchell telephoned
"General Shaffer Is much weaker and
Is now unconscious.
The end Is
near."
The End Is Reached.
Bakersfield, Nov. 12. Gen. Wm. R
Shafter, U. S. A., retired, diU at 12:45

OUR COUNTRY

From Secretary Shaw Unless Things Get Bad.

CODA

Bakersfield, Cal.. Nov.

III

Money Market Gets No Aid Baltimore and Ohio Killed 40

American Clrl Marries Member of War With Spain When Many Con
sldered Him Inefficient on AcBelgian Legation After
count of Age and Size.
Some Opposition.
i .
'-

RAILWAYS

HEARD F OM

Said That Senator Cullum of tle Died at Bakersfield. California at 12:45 p.m. Today
Illinois Will Bring Up
.
From Pneumonia.
Tariff Revision.
INDIAN

BAD DAY FOR

PARTY AGAIN

PASSED AwAY

OIL TRIAL

pr

m

A THANKSGIVING TIME TRAGEDY

has

AFTER

Th Evening citlxen. In Advance, 95 per year.
month.
Dellvnred by Carrier, SO cant
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ALBUQUERQUE

PACK TWO

WANTKD Woman for general house
work Sir. West Copper avenue.
WANTED A girl for general .house
work. 220 North Ninth street.
VVANTKb 1'onftlon as cook by a Jap- anese. Call at Los Angeles rooming
house.
a
4m.v'ii t.t nrlr tin LHhtm
helper. Apply at once to sania (
hospital.
WANTED Help furnished and em
ployment of all kinds securea
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn'a Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
ileutlemen's second-han- d
WANTKD
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R- J- Sweeney, proprietor.
WANTED A competent clerk, must
sneak English and Spanish and
come well recommended. Corres
Neustadt, Los
pond with riimon
Lunas.
WANTED To trade bouse and two
lot on South Second St.. No,
for property In Long Beach, Cal. Address John Krlck, 431 East Second
street. Long Beach, California..

ifi

Omll

a

The Attention

ihsidFIagts
DISCLOSED

-

i
:

Highland

;

BY CASE

12,

190.

-

FOR

Pharmacy

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.

1

inves-tlfratio-

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

year, before. th irrand jury Indicted
hltn. Rutherford was nettled at the
trend of events la connection with his
relations with the company and ho la
reported to have made soma start In
The Citizen Publishing Company declarations at the Indianapolis offlco
of the company, where he was called
I at FartortU tat truinnbatMi tfcimjk
last January. He does aot deny that
!
irn"i m niai
mttn
he denounce d the Underwriters'
fraudulent
tc
Aaency of Denver aa
scheme and this put him In bad repute with both Van iAnalnftham and
Bunion M&1label
Qulnn.
State Life Is Solvent.
A special examination of the State.
beea In
Paper of IWnallllo County Ufa Insurance company hasreported,
progress for eome time. It la
md City of Albuquerque.
A recent
in tho press of Indianapolis.
kmchM Pran AfltrMM DUpatchM.
dispatch published In a leading paper
CMKty
ClrtvlitlM.
City
Urprt
ui
declares that the report of tho
Tk Urnl Ntw Mwk Circulation.
committee states the State
lirfMt North Arlww Clret)lt
Life Is a solvent Institution.
"Its reserves," the report states,
of people needing medicine, by
"are computed on a thr'eo per cent
keeping neat, clean,
basis which creates a higher propordrug store.
tionate reserve than any other In
diana company. Us assets with toe 2 We hold their patronage
exception of policy loans, which are A.
reallv nremluni notes are almost r)
above criticism."
a fair price,
O curately, and at
"Us large Issue of special contracts,
of everything in
beat
with
the
the committee says, "can bo ndered
our line.
harmless by scientific, methods.'
It stiKpests reforms whereby the
company should overthrow the present systems of proxies, which maintains a self perpetuating board and
that 2o proxies be valid more than a
year so that the directors will feel
dependent upon the policyholders for
Rutherford's Trial Brings to annual election. It also recommends
that the affairs of the mutual compaRailroad Avenue and Broadway
nies be conducted by not less than
Light Insurance "High
fifteen directors.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
rOM DNy i Weekly hy

t

C1T1ZEM.

St.T.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture, Piano, Organ, Morses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and aa high aa
$200.
Loans are Quickly mada and
Time:
One month
given. Good remain In
to one year'17
your possession. Our rates era reasonable. Call and see us before borrow

ALBUQUERQUE

On

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $too,ooo

";"' J
ing.

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Orant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Are.
PRIVATE OFF1CE3.
Open Evenings.

INTEREST

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

'glr.Q

Hurtle

Qjl

FIVE. ROOM, MODERN HOUSE IN
THE HIGHLANDS AT A BAR
GAIN THIS WEEK.

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

9inmgsQ

i

iiirnisnea
FOR RENT Three-rooExtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicit
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.
John street.
FOR RENT Brick house of seven
rooms, modern, furnished complete.
110 West Gold Ave.
OFFICERS AND DniECTORS
Inquire Citizen office.
Solomon Luna, President; W. 8. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Financiering"
FOK RENT Furnished room, for one
Johnson, xst, Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldiidge, Soloor two gentlemen, near car line. 7oa
PENSIONS GRANTED AND
mon :una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. p.
ll.
West Roma avenue.
DENTIST
RELIABLE
A
SEEK
TO
DELANEY
L.
T.
SUCCESSOR
La the trial
of J. B. Rutherford,
airy, weil-niPleasant,
KENT
FOR
charged by the State Life Insurance
REAL E8TATE
nlsbed rooms for housekeepinK. fj2l
POSTMASTERS NAMED Full Set of Teeth
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TQPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
Company of Indianapolis, Indiana,
FIRE INSURANCE
Railroad avenue. Inquire at
West
$6
Gold Crown
with embezillng certain sums of preAND LOANS
rear.
$1.50 up
mium moneys from the company
Gold Filling
cottage, fur 215 W. GOLD AV. ALBUQUERQUE
FOR RENT Four-roo50c
which Rutherford formerly
Extracting
Through the good work of Delegate Palnle
nished, at Lockbart ranch. Ten
ed, is reflected some of the practices Andrews the following pensions have
minutes' walk from street car line.
which the Indiana insurance compa- beea granted:
ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
RENT OR SALE House at 202 PROFESSIONAL
FOR
nies have Indulged In their Intoxicated
InKe,
CARDS
ANTEED..
Nelson N. Newell, of Santa
pfforts to .get volumes of aew business creased
North fcdith street. Inquire at Old
$10 per month, from Septo
Town postoffice.
The trial of Rutherford in the district tember 26. 1906.
LAWYERS.
court of Bernalillo county consumed
rooms
FOR RENT Two furnished
Pojoaqnc, inof
Martin,
Camuto
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
seven days. It was one of the most creased to $12 per month, from Oclight housekeeping:.
H. E.
Mrs.
for
hotly contested affairs wiiich has en- tober 10. 1906.
M.
Broadway.
617
Ira
Bona.
South
Rutherford.
gaged the attentloa of the bench and
Jose iHdores Sandoval, of (Jonzales,
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well fur- - ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
OmCERH AND DIRECTOR
bar and the public generally for some pension $12 per month, from June 23,
nlchot rnnmx. with innriprn ImnrnvA. N. W.. Washington, D. C. Pensions.
I lands,
S.
B. F. COPP,
JOSHUA
time. Six strenuous days were re- 1906.
patents.
RAYNOLDS
caveats,
copyrights,
President
at.
ctnrA
monto Innlv
Mi Rnst
quired to get the mass of testimony
M. W. FLOURNOY
patents, trade marks, claims
letter
Vice President
Kort Bayard. ROOM 12, N. T. ARM1JO BUILDING,
Cnrtin,
of
William
avenue,
Marquette
north
corner
of
before the jury and Judge Ira A. Ab- pension $S per month, from June 12,
I
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
Broadway.
R. W. D. Bryan
1 TnATT11W
bott was called upon time and again 1906.
T LAW, Albuquer- 1906
9,
R. A. FROST
Nov.
Washington.
D.
l
C,
Assistant Cashier
nerriy
"
pleasant,
RENT
FOR
Several
i,
to pass upon the admissubillty of cerm
.
rt
de.
Martinez,
Mrs. Albina Martinez
Flrst National
vun-H. F. RAYNOLDS
The resolutions favoring the restor
rnnnm
f iirnluhii.l
hath onrtn""!
Director
tain evidence pertinent to the case. of Cleveland,
pension $8 per month, at ion of the army canteen for the sale
u"amg- electric light. 619 North Second
His rulings were manifestly impartial, from July 24, 1906.
E. W. Dobso l.
of beer and light wines to soldiers un
U. . DKPOBITORY
street.
aa were bis instructions to the jury.
Teofilo Gordon, of Cleveland, in
unanimously FOR KE.Vf Apartments
restrictions,
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
la"
Par
After being out about for;y minutes creased $12 per month, from August der proper
Capital
$500,000.00
Authorized
adopted by Advance Tent, Independ
eight rooms each; well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
View terrace,
the jury brought In a verdict of not 21, 19(6.
Surplus
Up
Capital,
Paid
and
Profits
$250,000.00
city,
of
Rechabites,
of
ent
Order
tis
steam heated, and all other modern
guilty. Thomas O. Egan, auditing
DENTISTS.
Charles A. Jones, of Santa Ke, pen-o- perhaps the oldeBt temperance organ
(or Atchlsoo, Topeks & SanU Fe Railway Company
room
l'J,
ageat for the State Lite Insurance
Depository
H.
conveniences.
Tilton,
H.
4.
$6 per month, from December
ization in the world, have aroused
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
company, who was the chief witness
Orant Block.
great interest in temperance circles
Dental Surgeon.
against Rutherford, was among the 195.
y
A
room
RENT
FOR
six
Jose Julio Dominguez, of Villanueva,
Manv members of this order are
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
first to congratulate him after the ver- Increased
$12 per month from Oc men who have served in the army,
to
'
,
..t;dict of the Jury had been returned.
- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company
6. 1906.
'phones- - Aointment' madeb'
know all about the evil effects of x
Charks T. Safford of Santa Fe, trav- tober
22
Jose Sandoval, of Ranchos of Taos, cesslve drinking from personal experl'
eling auditor of New Mexico, was In increased
$10 per month, from Sep: ence. and they realize that tho aboil
jijeias uveuue.
attendance at the trial during the tember 19,to1906.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
canteen is responsible for FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
of
the
tlon
witness.
week but not as
No. 306 Railrond avenue.
Office
Wlllard Carter, of Fort Hayard, pen the Increase of drunkenness
among
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
The "Bonus" Arrangement.
sion $12 per- month, from June 9, soldiers.
per nicht. Also rooms for light p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. Ap- ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
The Introduction of the Underwrit- 1906.
housekeeping; . The Minneapolis polntments made by mall.
Under present conditions, the sold'
ers' Agency company of Denver into
Henry VVinstead, Albuquerque, In ier drinks at low resorts on the out
nuuee,
oecouu
on
awuia
siren,
DR. D. E. WILSON
the business of the Insurance com- creased to $8 per month from October skirts of army posts, without any reAlbuquerque, N. M.
CAPITAL
$100,000.00
pany In New Mexico and the alleged
Dentist.
1906.
With
canteen.
whatever.
strictions
the
10,
12,
13,
Lannigham,
Rooms
su
Occidental
Life
failure of O. L. Van
"OR 8ALE.
AND
SURPLUS
. . .
PROFITS,
Willie R. Deever, of Fort Bayard as advocated by the Rechabites, he
22,000.00
bldg., Cor. Railroad avenue and
perintendent of western agencies for Increased to $30 per month from Oc-super- FOR SALE-Gleck- ler's
government
farm,
best
the
will
U,
drink
under
n"
company,
Vice
Albuquerque
M.
and
President tober 10, 1906.
the
In Bernalillo county.
'
Chas. fke nour8( g t0 12 A M . x to 9 P M.
vision and restrictions, under which
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Quinn of the company, who Is also
William A. Vance, of Roy, Increased
E. Oleckler.
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parU-the Worid
manager of the agency department, to to $10 per month from October 3, overindulgence Is Impossible.
Colo. Phone, 129.
In addition, the Rechabites propose FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new.
fulfill their contract with Rutherford 1906.
PHYSICIANS.
government, in framing the
315 S. Third street.
which allowed him an additional 20
Nicador Martinez, of Sandoval, in that the law, should
discriminate FOR gATnTegant Knabe plauo
per cent bonus on insurance contracts creased to $10 per month, from, June canteen
R. L. HUST.
DA.
strongly In favor of beer, which rnas
written by him or his 'agents during 29, 1906.
Call 612 South Broadway.
We Want Your
Business
Office, 68, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
percentage of alcohol,
very
small
a
1905, are said to be back of the in
'OR SALE Two modern,
Tuberculosis treated with High
Oscar L. Gregory, or East Las
light
It
is
wines.
believed
and
the
that
2t)
per
cent "bonus"
diet meats. The
houses, cheap; part cash. 1301 Fruit Frequency Electrical
Current and
increased to $8 per month, from soraier will be satisfied with these
arrangement, according to the evi September 19, 1906.
,
given each
avenue.
Germicide. Treatments
favorable
obtained
beverages
under
dence adduced at the trial, was a
DIRECTORS
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
About Pogtoffice.
SALE
leBS
FOR
burn
band
base
Second
will
be
he
bat
conditions,
and
verbal affair. The prosecution con
O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones
Also the following postmasters ap- likely to indulge In vile and ardent
wagon,
er,
harness;
double
covered
tended that it was illegal. Kuther pointed:
D. II. warns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
UNDERTAKER.
also Jersey cow. 1301 Fruit avenue,
liquors than at present.
ford held a written contract with the
Caroline M. Osbun, appointed at
or
has
a
Rechabites
tho
This
action
All
of
SALE
company which entitled him to 40 per Epris,
the furniture
kur
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
Guadalupe county.
four-roohouse, nearly new. lu
the support of army officers and mili
a
cent of the premiums. It was in writDnr dq
Julia M. Lobato, at Lbmberton, Rio tary
war
Spanish
good
209
organizations.
The
condition.
Arno.
North
per
ing. The additional 20
Pnmmprrliil
cent ver Arriba county.
Tttflrk I
Chlh Ttllllrilnff
at ihelr recent convention FOR SALE 500 head of mixed cat
bal arrangement then entitled him to
Hearse, $5.
White
and
C. Priest, of Rincon, Dona Ana veterans
Ell
here, unanimously directed its Icgls
60 per cent of the monies. This was county.
tle. Oood stock and all fat. Ad
ARCHITECTS.
jnade in January, 1905. Rutherford's
lutlve committee to press congress for
dress J. W. Bennett, Hotick, Ariz.
Thanian,
Dexter,
F.
Chaves
Win.
of
IS.
canteen.
of
testimony was substantiated by B.
the restoration
the
county.
F. W. Spencer. Room 46 47. Barnett
SA1J3 Lots 3 nnd 4, block 20,
The Rechabites maintain that hy FOR
itostettcr, who was for six years
Eastern addition; level, no water Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
manager of the Indiana State Life's Is Postoffice at Russia, Otero county, making It possible for soldiers to ob
discontinued.
will receive
courses, wind break to east. In 'hones.
business In Colorado, Wyoming and mail at Cloudcroft.Patrons
such comparatively harmless Itq
quire Ryan, expressman, or 323 N.
This
takes place tain
uorg as beer and light wines under
Utah, and who is at present superin
CIVIL ENGINEER.
30,
1906.
Broadway.
November
of
cause
ttmdent of the agency department of
PoBtoffice has been established at government regulations, the
FOR
if
SALE
ut
taken
At
a
sacrifice,
upheld
J. R. Farwell.
the Oapitoi Ufe insurance company Roosevelt, Quay county, and WW. H. true temp ranee will be better
once, a nine-roobrick
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
of Colorado. (Rutherford Is now maa Campbell
thaa by driving them to low resorts
has been appointed
cement
bntb,
house;
cellar,
walks.
ager of the New Mexico and western
beyond tho government reservations.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Address I. O. Box 218 city.
Texas branch of t'he Colorado com
A postoffice has been established at
hcuse,
FOR SALE Fourteen-roopany's business).
Peace.
of
In
Time
K. D. Madt'lson.
Thos.
serv-county,
Carthage,
Socorro
to be
According to the disclosures at the
furnished or unfurnished, electric
In the first months of the Russian
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
San Antonio, ten and a half
ed
from
water.
315
light,
St.
S.
city
Third
trial, Rutherford had written insur miles to the west. John James has Japanese war we had a striking exGold avenue.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
ance contracts approximating $826,
ample of the necessity for preparation
AND
500. The premiums on this business been appointed postmaster.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lueicuauilise
and the early advantage of those who, FOR SALE (Jeneral
Appointed.
Notaries
Public
aggregated 131,829.87.
The bonus ar
business on the El Paso and South
The following have been appointed so to speak, "have shiugled their roofs
rangement would have entitled him
United
Mexico. Department of the Interior.
New
western In eastern
in dry weaiher." The virtue or. prepHager-man- :
public
by
notaries
Governor
16,371.97,
assuming that his figures
to
States Land Office. Small Holding
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine op- aration has made history and Riven to
Claim No. 2999.
are criterious.
lMrl unity for right party. Can ex- Lauriano Jaramlllo. Tome, Valencia us our ureatest men. The Individual
The company set out in the trial of
.plain
pre
.selling.
good
Lo
reason
be
for
should
well
nation
as
as
the
county; Harry E. Tinsley, Urton,
Santa Fe. N. M.. Oct. 19. 1906.
the case that Rutherford owed it $1, Chaves
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad
Are you
county; B. J. Wade, Melrose, pared for any emergency.
juu wnicn, it is alleged, was 60 per
Notice is hereby given that the follopaper.
Inquiries
the
this
to
dress
combat
successfully
to
prepared
county; Robert M. Ross,
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
cent of premiums received by the de- Roosevelt
you take?
A cold can be FOR SALE The Minneapolis bouse
first
of his intention to make final proof in
fendant and not turned over to the Artesia county; William O. Young, cured cold
Quickly
mat
when
rooms,
more
years
all
44
much
on
terms.
five
ESTABLISHED 1873.
"OLD RELIABLE."
company. The defense was that if Portales, Roosevelt county; Clarence ed as soon as It has been contracted
support
claim under sections
furnished and In first clas repair. 10 and 17ofofhis
the act of March 3, 1891
Rutherford did owe the company cer- Bell, Carlsbad, Eddy county; How- and before it has become settled in
payper
Income
month;
best
L. Glass,
Mora
Shoemaker,
tain premium monies on contracts the ard
Cough
Chamberlain's
ing property in Albuquerque; must (2G Stats., 854.), as amended by the
the system.
of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
sum was not $4,100 but
of county.
cures
of
its
Remedy
Is
for
famous
be sold, parties going away. Call act
Article of Incorporation.
470), and that said proof will be made
that amount, or in figures, $2,732, leavhand
at
kept
it
Minneshould
be
or
and
colds
D.
Ward,
C.
the
address
The following articles of incorporaing a balance due him from the combefore A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
apolis House, Albuquerque, N. M.
tion have been filed In the office of ready for instant use. For sale by all
pany of $3,639.97.
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 6,
dniKKistB.
Ft )R SALE Nearly new dining chairs l'.iuti, viz: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
H might be stated b re that RuthCarthage Mercantile Co. Principal
tents, Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1. 2,
and tables, porch settees,
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
erford had brought suit against the
Made Happy For Life.
camp blankets,
cold, mattresses,
company for an accounting several place of business, ut San Antonio, So4, Secflon
19,
Township 11
and
honi
the
happiness
('rest
caine Into
sheets, pillows, kitchen cabinet, North, Range 6 East.
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
weeks before he was arrested ou the corro county. Territorial agent, EdBlair, school superintendent,
range, line sets ot dishes, silverembezzb nient charge.
names the following witnesses
The unit is gar M. Clark, at San Antonio. Capi- of S. CAlbans,
in the Southwest.
lie
little
bis
when
Va.,
W.
ware, etc. In use two mouths only to prove his actual continuous
adnow pending settlement in the dis- tal stock, $2i.0ki, divided into 250 at St.
the
from
daughter
was
restored
shares of the par value of $100 each,
at mountain summer resort. On sale verse possession of said tract for
trict court of Bernalillo county.
commencing business with $3,000. dreadful complaint he names. Ho says:
Thursday to Saturday in vacant twenty years next preceding the sur
FARM AND
'High Financiering" Deals.
Vitus'
St.
"My
daughter
bad
little
Object, general merchandise business.
store at 207 East Railroad avenue, vey of the township, viz: Francisco, 2
Tho insurance Investigating com- Duration, fifty years.
treatment;
no
to
which
yielded
Ineoi'iHirators, dance,
f Mann's coal office.
east
Skin
M.
Monte,
Skinner,
J.
Leonard
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M. 0
mittee of the state of Indiana, which
Stackhoiise, Jr.. William P. but grew steadily worse until as a lastJ Ft ill SALE Ranch. i.a. R. Kelley ner and Marcelino Crespin, all of Car $ RAILROAD AVENUE.
has been at work in the state auditor's Thompson and Edgar M Cbt'k.
resort we tried Electric Bitters; anu
of
all
;i n.l
penter,
M.
N.
having
stock
sold
ons
all their
office since last April, has reached Sim Antonio.
rejoice to say three bottles fleeted a
Any person who deslrfs to protest
.iii' now offering their fine stock
important conclusions relative to the
complete cure." Quick, sure cure tor
is
It
sale.
ranch for
the best Im- against the allowance of said proof.
manipulation of the affairs of the
t'ut this out and take it to any drug nervous complaints, general debility,
proved ranch in the country.
Mas or who Knows of any substantial rea- Impoverished
State Life Insurance company. The Mm- and net a free sample of Vliaiu-li'Tlai- female
weaknesses,
i wo
good wells,
of them has sou under the laws and regulations
IterHonni'l of lb committee is Warren
s Stomach and Liver Tablets. blood and malaria,
liuaranteed by all
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
windmill and surl'acn tank. It Is an of the interior department why such
Higler, auditor and
insur- For biliousness and constipation they linguists. Price 50c.
ideal sheep range. Postoffice, Datil, proot should not be allowed will be
,
ance commissioner; William II.
in- nn"timeii.
i nov improve tue a- SIIER.UAN-WILLIAMFAINT Covers more, loo,.g best, wears the
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen- given un opportunity at the above-democratic member of the last
ie. si ieni lien ihe dierstiou ;md
If you want results in ad erl ishm. t
longest, most economical; full measure.
ty miles west of Datil.
place to cross-ex-- )
time
and
mentioned
Indiana legislature, and Joseph
V. renulate Mie liver and bowels.
ltd.
want
Evening
Citizen
;iu
BUlLDlNU PAPER Always In stock. Plaster. Lime, Cement, Paict,
i
amine the witnesses of said claimant,
Noel, republican member of the body.
PERSONA!
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
nd to offer evidence in rebuttal of
In the report of the committee the
SOUTHERN
GIRLS are the most that submitted by claimant.
STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
FIRST
relations of the various insurance
Get next,
beautiful in the world.
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A Citizen Want
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general "let down" condition of the system, and perhaps
THE
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liaiiirr.tiirv elctlnn. with this signifi
cant difference, that the moderates,
who won. are Tories under Another
i!f trip progressives are libtamo,
erals, also thinly disguised under another party name. The moderates
claimed to be the champions of sound
and economical municipal administraA
tion, and among the results of their
triumph will be the closing of luxurious bathhouses erected for the labor
class, but which were not patronized,
handsomely equipped public libraries,
which were always empty, gymnasiums Oiled with apparatus never put
to use, nd other similar frills of progress which yielded no substantial
benefits, but which added yearly to
The Question Discussed by the
The
burden of the taxpayers.
"enemies of London" and other large
the Congregational Union
centers, as the moderates were called,
had, as the vital plank In their platIn Fall Convention.
form, the following:
"The limitation of municipal trading (control) to such undertakings as
necessary to the whole community,
ENGLAND'S QUEEN IS IN
sad which cannot be effectively carried out by private enterprise."
The progressives shouted that tbi
AN AUTOMOBILE SMASH UP meant
the establishment of great private monopolies, but the taxpayer,
with his eye closed to everything but
his depleted purse, marched to the
London Has the Worst Street In poles in phalanxes find voted to sweep
away the whole fabric of the progresthe World and the
sive policy.
King of Liars.
A Gypsy Bride In Royal Blue.
As the laboring classes of Europe
flock to America as the paradise of
Special Correspondence.
BY WILLIAM TRUE HAWTHORNE. toll, so the persecuted gyspy of all
lands seeks in England the iueals of
London, Nov. 12. Tho "Virgin Romany, and finds them. That the
dissubject
birth" mm among the
English gypsies are tne flower wf the
cussed 07 the Congregational Union at race naturally follows.
Their ffueens
j
Wolver-In
the autuma convention
are unmatched for beauty of the pic
hampton. As might be hazarded turesque type, and the prevailing prosgreat interest was taken In the the- perity
them to array themological treatment of a topic of such selves enables
finery of a quality not
in
tender human Interest. The naturals, dreamed of by their grandmothers. A
delicacy of the discussion was
case In point was the warm tints
too more attenuated by reasoa about a gypsy wedding at Bury St.
deleof the presence of many lady
of
Edmunds. The bride, queen-elec- t
gates. U the conference,
fact that the tribe, wore royal blue velvet of
was deplored by Borne of the speakers. the finest texture, with a white hat
They expressed regret that the subjec sprayed with orange blossoms, and a
had. bees brought forward in the pres-- ; cream sash.
Her bridesmaids wore
ence of a mixed company, and because caridnal and white costumes, except
experts.
it was hardly aa assembly of
one who preferred a bright Scottish
Rev. Dr. Barrett, of Norwich, said plaid. The wedding festivities were
it was only In recent years that the celebrated at the gypsy encampment
Virgin birth had been denied, and a on Fordham road with traditional cere
considerable number of thinkers main- monies, the display of modern pomp
tained" K. possible to reject the miracu- being restricted to the fashionable
lous birUa and yet accept the theory and expensive quality of the materials
of the incaraatlon. That position, he used In the pretty creations of the
said, made the miracle of the incarna- finest, milliners.
tion oU the more difficult to believe.
Tho evidences of the ages supported
Holds Title of "King of Liars."
the Virgin birth. Those who denied
Besides the distinction of having
the divine origin of Christ still had to the worst street In the world, the
account for Jesus, and if His birth was boastful Englishman claims that the
to be explained by natural causes, "King of Liars" resides lu WorcesHe remained a greater mystery than ter. This interesting fact cropped out
ever.
at the election Inquiry there, where
Dr. Forsyth, who more than once a commission engaged In tracing bribdeplcrd that the discussion bad taken ery money used at the polls has been
place In he presence of ladies and baffled by open and shameless perjury
reporters, especially the latter, differ- on the witness stand. A large number
ed from many of the arguments of witnesses, persons who, on their
brought forward by Dr. Barrett. If a own admission, had been bribed, enbelief la the Virgin birth was neces- tered the box, but all denied any know-edg- e
sary for the purpose and fullness of
of the souce of the corruption
redemption, that belief must be held. fund. One of these, Nathanlal TurOn the other hand, if it could not be ner, who stated that he was brlded,
shown to be absolutely necessary for was confronted by his employer, wuo
the idea of redemption, tbea they told the commission that Turner had
might reserve an open mind on the the nickname of the "King of Liars."
subject.
"When was he crowned?' asaed n
The chairman. Rev. Dr. Bartlett, of member of the commission, amid
Oxford, eeid the divine creative act great laughter. Turner returned to
might accompany birth under other the stand and repudiated the title, but
They should keep their as he again swore to selling his vote for
conditions.
minds open, but open both ways..
a smiling, and as the evidence of his
Other epeakers regarded the matter penchant for lying about everything
as an open question, and suggested on all occasions was overwhelming,
that further discoveries might throw newspapers are spreading
fame
light on tho very difficult question. Dr. throughout the land as the his
"King of
BarrQfct, who stood almost alone In bis Mars,
.
views, la reply maintained that the
part
Integral
.Virgin birth was an
of
Debut of American Singers.
the incarnation itself .
The American colony In London loyany
The discussion closed without
ally assembled at Covent Garden to
of the lady delegates having risen to welcome two of their gifted countrypreperplexity
by
lesson masculine
women who were making their Lonsenting the question with all the lu- don debut In the leading roles
of Verminosity and logic that leads the fem- di's spectacular opera. Mme. Eleanor
right
to
intuitively
inine mind
the
de Cisneros sang and acted her part
conclusion.
with great charm. There is no one,
of any country, who can give a uuer
.
Smash-UpQueen in Auto
impersonation of the Impulsive prinThe royal automobile in which cess. The role of th? slave wes porAlexandra was going to Sundringham trayed most admirably by Mme. Sea-looaetle (he other day met with a misThis American prima donna has
hap whk:h occasioned her majesty and a voice of exce.ient quality, which Is
her companions great alarm. A tire used to the best advantage and it will
buret with a loud report, causing a be Interesting to hear her In even
chain to break with such force that morn ambttioiio rnlea Tho
it was driven through the dashboard. were sustalnd by Italian artists of
Tho royal travelers had to alight an.-uierii.
finltOi the Journey to the station In a
dog cart. The queen left Balmoral
EVER WATCHFUL.
castle, accompanied by Princess Victoria and Col. Sir Arthur Davidson, A Little Care Will Save Many Read
era Future Trouble.
and tha accident occurred when the
Watch the kidney secretions.
motor car bed gone about four miles.
See that they have the amber hue
Fortunately, a
dog cart
was Been approaching, and the royal or health;
party pressed It Into service. Hastily
The dlschnrses not excessive or inentering tte cart, her majesty direct- frequent;
Contain no "brick-dus- t
like" sedied the driver to Troceed to the railroad uUtion with all speed. The dog ment.
eart wafj accordingly tooted along at
Doau's Kidney I'l'.ls will do this for
something less than the automobile you.
limit, bat quite rapid enough to land
They watch the kidneys and cure
the party at the station, none the them when they're sick.
worse physically for their exciting adC. G. Lott, for ten years station
venture, in time to catch the train for master in Albuquerque, now retired
NewciiHUo and the south.
from active cares of life, residence
315 North Arno street, says:
"I had
Worst Street in All London.
attacks of backache stretching over a
The worst street In London, if not period of three years. One of them
in the world, is authoritatively
de occurred shortly before Doan'g Kiddared to be Greek street, Soho. In ney Pills came to my notice, and I
a statement before the royal commis- procured a box. I knew the cause of
sion on the relations of the police with my trouble arose from Imperfect acthe public aa to
of per- tion of the kidneys
the besons tinder srrest, police Inspector havior of the kidneybecause
and
secretions
McKay gave a word picture of the no- their condition fully
proved it, but
torious locality over which his author- what to do to check the
trouble was
ity extend). The people who assem- a mystery. Doan's Kidney
Pills ef
ble in Greek: street every night, he fectively stopped Trie difficulty.
If
suid are nothing less than a pest, some everyone in Albuquerque
as
of the Kreatest possible reptiles who undoubted benefit us I did receives
that
exhale the human breath. They were remedy, kidney complaint, from
backache,
mostly foreigners, and were divided and trouble with
the kidney secre
into two Rang.-- on racial lines, French
will cease to exist In this vicinund Italians on one side and Hermans tions
ity."
n the other. A bitter feud existed,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and frequent clashes between them cents.
Foster-Mtlbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
occsrred, with Greek street us the N. Y.. sole agents
f.r the United
battle ground. They hated the police, States.
however, worse than they bated each
Remember the name Kuan's and
other, aud joined hands against the
4
authorities whenever the latter sought take no other.
in cluar the street of tho mob which
Mrs. Bambini, at -- er panors, No.
nightly claimed possession there. As 209 West Railroad avenue. Is preto a charge of police brutality, the in- pared to give
thorough scalp treatspector said they had to act quickly ment, do hair dressing,
ire. - corns.
in making arrests, as the foreigners
.
U uV
UQ,V,.tU
would ih a knife or a pistol ut the gives massage treatment
and manlcur.
slightest provocation. Then there was Inf. W
wn, oamuini i own preparation
tho additional danger that in making Of OOItVnlpvlnn
a capture of a foreigner some friend skin and Improves
complexion,
of the prisor.fr would real up behind and iS KUarantPOi nnt the V.n InlnHnni
state-menand utab him. Corroborative
Soe also orepares a hair tonic that
to tne desperate condition cures and prevents dandruff
and hair
f tliingH lu Greek street left no falling out; restores
to dead hair;
doubt tn the-- minds of the members of removes moles, wartslite
superfluous
and
the couiirii.ssiea that they had happen-'- hair. Also a face powder,
a freckle
upon th most lawless place In all cure and pimple cure and pile
cure.
'he pr(
city
All of theje preparations are pureiy
vegetable compounds. Have just adBlow to Municipal Ownership.
ded a vlUator machine for treatment
Municipal ownership and progres- of
scalp,
and cure of wrinkles.
sive admici' ration they j;o togfilier It is also face
used for rheumatism, pains
-- wan givttu a most serious set buc k
and massage
it tbu b rui.iili tleciious the ollur
'lay. ilie defeat of :ho progressives
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
was, ludeed. us overwhelming as the Monday, and get it bark Wednesday.
ilunf,t!! f
Tori, s at the late par
I.ai:tu!rv Co.
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Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
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BITITOX; FRONT VIEW, OF JAIL. AND
ton rads the Bible a great deal.
be will
THE SENATORIAL PRISONER IS Sometimes in the evenings
bend forward with his hands on his
DEPRIVED OF MIGHTY LITTLE knees and pore over familiar chapBUT OUTDOOR EXERCISE DUR- ters. Now and then nls spectacles
ING HIS SIX MONTHS' RETIR- will fall from bis nose and he will
and comment to bis
EMENTA VISIT TOTHE IRON-C- wipe the glasses something
which has
cell mate about
JAIL AND A DESCRIPTION particularly impressed him.
OF BURTON'S LIFE THERE.
Jikes in Jail.
Burton never gets outside of the
corridors and has never been outside
Irontown, Mo., Nov. 12. Jail life Is but once since being put in Jail.
being borne Jauntily enough by
Sheriff J. I. Marshall says: That was
States Senator Jos. Ralph the morning after bis Incarceration,
Burton of Kansas. Formerly lean and when he was allowed for five minutes
slender, he is getting fat.
to look after some legal documents.
He Ib in excellent health, eats the He was accompanied by a deputy
best food procurable In this favored sheriff.
section, breathes plenty of pure air
His little Jail duties consist of
of the Arcadisa valley of Missouri, carrying cordwooa from one side of
newspapers,
reads the
writes letters, the Jail Interior to the other, watersleeps well, has his faithful wife for a ing the flowers in pots, sweeping the
two
or three times a day, and corridor and his cell, and keeping up
visitor
admits he feels like he Is on a vaca- the fire.
tion.
Then Burton likes to tell Jokes too.
are very He has traveled extensively and bas
Burton's surroundings
jail-liklittle cramped cell with a good memory, and if someone
dingy basketwork iron bars and bare speaks of an incident on Marble
whitewashed wall. But he has a car- creek. Burton cantell of something
pet on the floor In the cell and cor- that occurred when ho toured tho Islridor, his cell Is comfortahly furnish- ands of the Pacific.
ed and kept clean, and his matrcss
His Wife His Chef.
is a good thick one. Besides he
Tho federal government pays 13
a degree of exclusiveness .being cents per meal eaten by Its prisoners
quartered with Jos. Weiss, an
Jail, but Senator Burin the Iron-cas cell mate.
ton doesn't eat
Burton states his health is excelmeals. He Is allowed to have his food
lent, and says: "Why shouldn't 1 get prepared at a hotel a block away
from the jail under the supervision of
fat?"
Reads the Bible.
his wife ,who has the reputation of
Neither Burton nor his devoted being the best wafflesmlth In Abilene,
wife have shown a tremor since the Kas., and expert at any other kind of
be- culinary product.
former statesman's punishment
gan for pleading the case of the
o
Here are some of the typical Burton
Grain & Securities Co. before a menus:
Tovernment department for a fee. It
Is said that Burton and his wife beBREAKFAST.
lieve in Christian science teachings
Oatmeal
Sliced Bananas.
that inspire them, with a philosoph- Fried Apples.
Veal Cutlets.
ical view of the proceedings. Bur- Fried Potatoes.

CHERIFF HAVWARD.
Fried Corn .Mush.
Bread and Butter.

b
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Rl-alt-

DAROCKEFELLER
CITY
PASTOR
WHO
LAUNCHES A MUNICIPAL
UNIVERSITY SAYS THE OIL .MAN
CONDITIONS

READY-MAD-

E.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 12. The
Chas. Ferguson, author and
pastor of All Souls' Unitarian church,
saysthat John D. Rockefeller, James
J. Hill and other magnates, are not so
bad as they are painted. They take
advantage of conditions as they find
them, Mr. Ferguson says, and make
the most of their opportunities. He
believes that both these men are entitled to a great deal of credit.
The Rev. Ferguson Is organizer and
head of the Municipal university, re- Rev.
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company Is now being organized to hangs a most remarkable story that
build these homes, and investors are has just been made public.
promised a fair return on their capAt the time of the Goebel assassinital.
ation Ambrose Blorce was writing for
the Hearst papers. He wits greatly
wrought up, first over the fact of that
DELEGATES TO TRANSassassination, and second, over the
fact that there was littlo apparent
chance that the conspiracy woum u
MISSISSIPPI CONGRESS silted and the guilty men brought to
justice.
That assassination occurred twenty
WHICH WILL CONVENE IN KAN- months before the murder of President McKinley. Writing of the Goebel
SAS CITY, NOV. 20 APPOINTkilling one day, Major Bierce proMENTS BY GOVERNOR.
duced four lines of poetry, by way
prophecy of what might be expectof
au- ed if
Governor Hacerman Saturday
the crime of politics: assassinaI iitrn f na
Tinl ll t H.I
in tha Truno.Mlttulil. tion was
to be permitted to go unpunslppl Commercial congress from New ished.
Mexico, as follows:
The lints were written, as Major
)
Territory of New Mexico,
Bierce now explains, not with the
)
Executive Office,
thought of instigating assassinution,
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 10, 1906. )
but for the purpose of reprohuting as
Whereas, The seventeenth annual sassination; to suggest what might be
Com- expected If such crimes were to go
session of tho
mercial congress will convene In Kan- unpunished.
sas City, Nov. 20, 1906, and
Twenty months later Wllliutn Mc
Whereas, The governor of New Mex- Kinley was assassinated. Major Bierce
ico has been requested by tho officials had been bis friend. He had never
of said congress to appoint a delega- even been a democrat he declares. He
tion to represent New Mexico at said was not only friendly to McKinley,
session of the congress; now, there- but to his administration.
But after
fore,
McKinley was killed enemies of WilI, H. J. Hagerman, governor of the liam R. Hearst raked up those four
territory of New Mexico, by virtue of lines, and, taking them away from
of the authority in mo vested, do here- their context and without any expla
by appoint the following named resi- nation, presented them as the Hearst
dents of New Mexico as delegates to instigation to the murder of n presi

-
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BURTON'S DAILY JAIL ROUTINE.
7 a. m. Rises.
completed.
a. tn. Toilet
7:30
Paces corridor.
8 a. m. Breakfast brought by wife.
9 a. m. Reads mail and
Kansas
newspapers.
10 a. m. Answers corespondence.
11 a. m. Begins an hour of exercise up and down the corridor.
Reads the bible.
1 p. m.
Mrs. Burton brings lunch
'
end mail. Visits an hour.
2 p. in. Reads metropolitan newspapers.
3 p. m. Writes letters.
4 p. m.
Sits in corridor and talks
with fellow prisoners.
0. p. m. Exerecises
In corridor,
does little chores,
fi. p. m.
Dinner.
7. p .m. Rends bible an hour.
8. p. m. Talks with
sheriff and
prisoners.
9. p. m. Retires.

three-for-40-cen-

HE SEES GOOD IN JOHN

Coffee.

LUNCH.
Roast Beef.
Canditd Sweet Potatoes.
Mashed Potatoes.
Baked Macaroni with Cheese.
Apple Pudding.
Milk.
Bread.
Butter.
DINNER.
Cream of Wheat.
Beefsteak (carefully broiled.)
Mutton Chop.
Fried Potato Cakes.
Waffles.
Apple Pie.
Toast. Hot Water.
Mrs. Burton takes the meals to the
jail herself. She Is usually accompanied by a handsome, black-hatre- d
girl of 10, Dorothy Mitchell, a nelce
of Burton, who Is staying with her
at the hotel. The former senator always embraces and kisses his wife,
a little woman of unassuming appearance.
Well-don-

e

four-wheele-
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Our Work

GETTING FAT BEHIND BARS

VIRGIN? WAS

per-hap-

Our Prices

f
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Aril

Trans-Mississip-

cm

...PUBLISHED

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
c

3

AN .ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. . O v M

.Rates

pi

represent the territory at tho

seven-

dent

teenth annual session of the
That story was widely circulated
Commercial congress:
and probably cost Hearst immensely
Hon. U Bradford Prince, Hon. Mi- in money, mm It certainly forced him
guel A. Otero, Santa Fe; Hon. E. B. to pay a heavy price in personal pres
Stover, Hon H. B. Feigusson, George tige. '11m y were used against him in
Arnot, Albuquerque; Dr. F. E. Olney, the majority campaign, and Score
Antonio Lucero, R. E. Twltchell, Las tary Hoot used them as part of his
Vegas; T. C. Hernandez, Tierra Amar-111- imlic: incut against Hearst In tho Utl
W. D. Murray, Silver City; Mar ca speech just before the election of
tin Lorman, i.as cruces; w. O. Ham- - November ti. Yet, in fact, they were
ilton, Roswell; R. C. Reld, Texlco; J. written, according to Major Bierce
Van Houten, Raton; John R. Joyce, ami the explanation is borne out by
C. B. Allaire, San Antonio; ...
Carlsbad;
of current dates for
'the publications
.
.
.
.1
fT'
m
i
neuuure
me ropronauon
oi uuarcny.
iieman, i ucumcan.
Done at the executive office this Hie
Air. Hearst took the medicine like
10th day of November, A. D. 1906
la man. .Major Jilcrcu is still m ms
(Seal.)
(Signed.)
employ and the incident, trenumdous-- :
H. J. HAGERMAN.
lv significant as have been its conso-- i
qu nces to him, has never lieen refer-- j
By the governor:
(ISgned)
red to by him.
J. W. RAVNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
COMMISSION TO REViSE
'
OHIO'S TAX LAWS.
ONE OE THE REASONS
Oohimbus, Ohio, Nov. 12 Tho com-- I
mission appointed by Governor Harris
to revise tho tax laws of this state
The members of
met again today.
WHICH DEFEATED
the commission are Messrs. G. B. Martin, of Umcaster; A. C t'ossatt, of
Cincinnati, and T. H. Ilogsett, of
Oleveland, anad they have been se-- :
HEARST
lected to revise the tax laws bo as
to do away with a direct levy for state
purposes.
Thin will leave only the
'GOEBEL BULLET" POEM WRIT- burden of taxation fof local purposes
!o ntbe local tax districts of tho state.
TEN AS WARNING AGAINST
such as counties, municipalities and
ANARCHY USED AGAINST
townships, or in other words. It will
HIM.
mean homo rule in taxation. Attor- ney
ileiicral Ellin has pronounced in
'
'
'
4
favor of increased taxation upon fran
(Washington Times.)
rhises and It is thought that the additional revenue needed by tho Hta'o
Bierce's Bullet Poem,
The bullet thai pierced (ioebel's
will In' obtained from this source.
breast
MUSIC LESSONS.
Cannot be found in all the west.
Good reason; ii is speeding here
1'iot N. UiMauro, the vijli.iist,
McKinley
on
To stretch
tils
lessons on the violin and man'' '' bier. gives
dolin. Ciiiai anteed to be tho best
teacher iu Albuquerque. Anyone deWhen William tioeliel, governor of siring lessens address general delivKentucky, was assassinated tho bullet ery, ci'y.
that kiiltd him could never be found.
The nios' minute sea'i h failed to
Afk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
i tnpellet of lead. And thereby BREAD and take no other.
Trans-Mississip-

BY...

Miivimi, tANUE,

Eu2

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY,' DENVER, COLO..
NOV.
1906. For above occasion tickets will be aold for one far
ptua $2.00 for the round trip to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
Data of aata November 10, 12 and 13, final limit December 10, 1906.
HOME VI8IT0RS EXCURSIONS TO ILLINOIS, IOWA MINNESOTA, NE
BRASKA, WISCONSIN, ETC. Rate one and
d
far for round
trip. Ticket on aalo Oct 9 and 23, Nov. 13 and 27. Limit SO daya from
date of aala.
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS, KANSAS CITY, MO,
NOV.
1906. Rata $30.75 for round trip. Tickets on sale Nov. 17,
18, 19 and 20. Limit of ticket Nov. 28. This can bo extended until
Dec. 18, by depositing ticket and payment of SI at time of deposit.
AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION, MEXICO CITY, MEXICO.
DECEMBER
1906. For the above occaalon round trip tickets will
be sold at rata of $42.25. Dat of sale November 22 to 28, Inclusive.
Limit 60 days. Inquire at ticket office for full particulars and Homo
Visitors Excursion, October 19th, to the East.
14-2-

one-thir-

TRANS-MISSISSIP-

20-2-

8--

T.

e. PURDY,

Agent, Albuqumrque

a;

.

Rev.

.

cently established in Kansas City.
The aim of the movement is to form an
Institution of men free from political and ecclesiastical
combination
and united for the advancement of the
arts and sciences.
The details of the internal administration are to be managed by a board
of directors. The external work of
the Institution as an agency for bettering soctal conditions will bo in the
hands of the Fellows of the University, a body of several hundred persons.
In the scope of the institution are
the purposes to advance the arts and
sciences In this comunlty, not In theory but In practice; to create the highest possible artistic and scientific
of social existence, raise the
standard of living and increase the
purchasing power of a day's work;
to get and keep a city charter that
snail make the municipal coiporalion
a public trust, stronger thun all private concerns that do business tn this
market; to release and stimulate private enterprise and make It serve the
con-ditlo- ns

public.
One of the tilings that the Municipal university is preparing to do without delay is to furnish model homea
for the poor of Kansas City at moderate rent. Later suburban homes will
be built and sold to the laboring

classes on small monthly installments
of j to S per $l.iiim invested. A

j

j

'

D.5g.G.system

1

SANTA

TTbRMCH

Effective December 10,1905
Eaetbound.
No. 426.

Westbound
Stations.

No. 425.

Illinois Central R.R,
THE SHORT LINE
FROM

COLORADO
To

St. Paul, Minneapolis,

.

r

Ouiuth

pu
AND THE NORTHWEST,
9:40 pm tbe south and southeast.
7:00 pm
7:30m
Ticket Office, 805 evenreenth St,
Eipanola
12:61pm
1:26 pm
11:00am I.v. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 pm Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
3:00 pm
Darranca
11:36 pm
JAMES CULTON.
4:02 pm
10:29 pm
Servllleta
Commercial Aflt
10:00pm
4:32pm
Tres Pledras
8:10 pm
6:45 pm
Antonlto
8:30pm
Alamosa
6:40ara
2:11pm
12:28pm
Embudo
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
To
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
Connections.
DODGE,
PAUL,
ST.
FORT
Durango.
Antonlto,
Silvertoi
for
At
DUBUQUE,
WATERLOO,
GALENA,
points.
and Intermediate
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points, via either tbe
standard gauge line via La veta Pas
or tbe narrow gauge via Salida, makThe finest train service to tbe above
ing the entire trip in daylight and points; also to New Orleans, Mempassing througti the FAMOUS KOYAL phis, Vlcksburg.
Evansvllle, Ind.,
Also for all points on the Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; JackGOUGE.
Creede branch.
sonville, 71a., and all other
lnt in
A. B. UAKNEV, Traveling Freight
PILES CURED IN t TO 14 DAYS.
and Passenger Anent.
PAZO OINTMENT U guaranteed to
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. A.,
cure any case of Itching. Blind, BleedDenver. Colo.
ing or Protruding Pile in C to 11
diys or money refunded. 60c.
Trv a Clti7n Want ad.
3:00
4:35

am
am

Pueblo

Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

11:05

ONE NIGH7

PACK

THE ALBUQUERQUE

C1TIZFN

I'nbllahea Dally and Wekly.

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

. STRICKLCR,

W.

Freatdent.

4
I

EVENING

ALEUQtJERQUE

POUR.

W. T. McCREIQHT,
Bailnesi Manager.

THE POLITICAL SITUATION

(tress from New Mexico? It would bo bad enough to send
a stranger, without reputation, influence or connections,
to take the place of r delegate who has shown himself
to he possessed of all these, but when such substitute,
even If his defeat were without question, Is not only a
democrat, but one whose large vote Is a blot on the
territorial record, because" of Its race character and the
perfidy of the campaign by which It was secured under
these circumstances what could a democrat, tlm weighted down, do for our territory? It Is foitunate for New
Mexico that the election of Delegate Andrews cannot lie
assailed successfully.
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Grocery Comp'y.
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'Good Things to Eat"

g

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
SHIPMENT OF THIS SEASON'S CROP OF NEW

A

SHELLED WALNUTS,
SHELLED PECANS,
SHELLED ALMONDS,
ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,
PECANS,
-

$1.75, $2.00, $2.50, $3.50
10, $12, $15, $18
$10, $15, $18, $20,

FILBERTS,

NATIVE CHESTNUTS,
CITRON,
ORANGE PEEL,
LEMON PEEL,
RAISINS,

e

ell ven.i- -

.

well
work.

IMPORltD CHESTNUTS,

-

wc.nrk(,roomS:r

late'd

Kenfield-Fulrohll-

bright-face-

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1906.

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

la Saturdays Issue of the Optic, tho editor of thnt
paper, which has come out against the holding of a stateA new technical publication Known as the Electric
hood convention, saya rery truly that "unfortunately, by
-- Mowing the republicans of the territory to be placed In Traction Weekly will be published from Cleveland,
Publishing
November 25, by the
douMj we are not In the brat kind of u position to uk Co. H.
J. Kcnfleld, formerly New York manager of the
favors from the republican majority."
general manager; F. L.
Street Railway Review, will
The Optic has reference to the small majority by Heath, treasurer; Charles B. be
Fairchild,
Jr.. formerly ascongress.
which Delegate Andrews has been elected to
sociate- editor of
Street Hallway Journal of New
Thla. undoubtedly. Is a condition which miiy do vast York, will be editor,theand George S. Davis, formerly Ohio
damage to New Mexico in more ways than one. How correspondent
of the Street. Railway Journal, associate
er, (bis damage may be minimized ly getting the true editor. A
operators
of very prominent
number
tate of the case fully before our own people, mid espe are backing the proposition. The papertraction
will be devoted
cially before congress.
to the practical operating features and news matter of
That New Mexico Is overwhelmingly republican, re- the electric railway Industry. Cleveland was selected
as
mem
republican,
liably republican and permanently
the
a publishing point because of the great Importance of
demonstrates
bersbip of the approaching legislature
that city as a center for the financing and operation of
'without the possibility of a doubt. This congress Jtself electric railways.
will not deny. But also, without possibility of our de
nial, congress will ask: "Why, then, the small majority
When a man bets on election he is sure ih. country
The Optic
for the republican delegate to congress?
gives a good answer to the question, so far as' It goes. Is going to ruin unless his side wins.
bat the answer Is only partial. That paper snys:
XXOCK0CCKCa
"The republican losses on the delegate resulted principally from the
of the republicans, the
BEST OF ALL IS THAT WE
manner In which the democrats serrifleed everything for
STAND WELL WITH OURSELF
Jjirrazolo, the strong appeal made by Mr. l.arrazolo to
the native people aad the bitter fight that was made upon
To illustrate the manner In
Mr. Andrews personally.
It was a school teacher who asked a class of boys:
which all other candidates were sacrificed for l.arrazolo,
it may be pointed out that thousands of letters were sent "Why should wo be honest?" And there were as many
lads as there were boys. "Be.
to native uepublican voters containing nothing but a answers from
sticker and- a bitter denunciation of Andrews, cause it pays," said one. "Because we will be sent to
printed in Spanish. The. democrats kept as a secret the prison if wo are rot," said a second. "Because It makes
fact that they were resorting to this kind of campaign- ur sleep better," volunteered a third, while a fourth was
ing. Whatever may be fald of the laudability of such certain that It was "because we want to stand well In the
ryes of the world." And one lad with a fine face said:
nielioiis, they were effective."
The
of the republicans no one can "To Btand well with ourselves, sir."
That last Is a fine answer, for it gets us close to the
deny, it was manifested froui one end of the territory to
the other. It was felt even by the democrats, who hud manspring in every brenst that Is the very fountain-heano conception of tho sculduggery to which their leaders of giMid. Before we talk alout thnt more, let us take
would condescend, and which they would work for all a little trip. We can travel fast in these days of airbegin-nln-

CITIZEN.

$5.50
$25
$25
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CURRENTS,

Mr.

Man
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Clothing, Furnishings

WE ALSO HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT
OF BULK PRESERVES,

d

-

PRESERVED

could possibly be made one of such infamous methods. ..The sacrifice of everything for I.arrazolo Is well
known in our own county, where the democratic work
was the more shameful, as evidenced by the fact that
they did not dare put I.urrazolo's name upon their own
ticket. That .Mr. Larrazolo made his canvass on the
race Issue, can be testified to by every one who heard
"him speak In Albuquerque or elsewhere In New Mexico.
It must be said for the honor of New Mexico and for the
ternal Infamy of the managers of Mr. l.arrazolo's campaign, that for the first time In the political history of
New Mexico' has this dangerous and dastardly expedient
3en resorted to by any political party. It may )t added
that such course, so fraught with damage to this Sunshine Land, has remained to be employed by the lust
managers of tho democratic campaign for their personal
eclat They have achieved temporary notoriety, but they
win find the eternal contempt of all
of New
Mexico resting on them and their party methods.
There remains the slanderous attacks on Delegate
Andrews, to which the Optic refers, but into which it
There is said to he honor
does not enter at length.
among thieves, but if there can be found any honor In
the conduct of the late campaign by the democrat man- agera, The CHizen confesses It has not been able to obtain a sufficiently powerful binocular microscope to find
even the trace of an Infinitesimal shadow. On this point,
The Citizen cannot do better than quote from Saturday's
New Mexican. That paper says:
"The New Mexican is informed that on Friday and
Saturday last about 10,000 yellow envelopes were mailed
to Spanish speaking citizens all over the territory in the
., Las Vegas postoffice.
These emanated from the democratic territorial headquarters. 'I nese yellow envelopes
contained yellow circulars embodying the yellowest and
falsest of charges against Delegate Andrews, In them
was told that the suicide of T. Lee Clark, the dead
cashier of the Eneterprise National batik in Allegheny
City was caused by' Andrews; that. Andrews had secured
the creation of the Jemez forest reserve and the leasing
and selling of large tracts of territorial lands to cattle
men and big sheep owners la order to hurt the poor
people and the men who owued a few sheep or goats; It
was charged that he was responsible for the arrest of
clllsena who had herded sheep on forest reserves without having paid grazing fees; the people were told that
be was the man who had caused the adoption of the
regulations forbidding the cutting of timber on the forest reserves and on the public domain; the race prejudice was played upon in a shameless manner; the delegate was accused of Immorality and of having held up
the enactment of the
bill now pending in
congress; It was told on him that he was
the
an enemy o.f the citizens of Spanish or Mexican descent
and other similar lies and falsehoods were circulated
broadcast and at such a late hour that no explanations
and no reply could be made that would reach the voters.
That these cowardly and dirty attacks had effect and
much more than they should have had or was anticipated is Bhown by the result, Jt U certainly not creditable that this is the case, for the record clearly and
unequivocally shows that there is no man who has ever
represented New Mexico in the congress of the United
States an its delegate who has secured during his first
term the benefits for New Mexico procured by Mr. Andrews. The charge of immorality made against him Is
too base and too groundless to bo even discussed in these
columus. Mr. Andrews has lived In this territory for ton
years and his public and private lite is like an open
book. He has done nothing but good to the territory, and
yet men were found who could, stoop ami did stoop low
enough to fabricate ami circulate these campaign slanders. Certainly some of the human nature u .N, w Mexico is fearfully and wonderfully made."
The Citizen wishes to hpeik, and to speak plainly, li
does not liellev that a more l.iianious, underhanded, cm
temptible, dnufcerous and damaging campaign was ever
waged In the United States, and it calls upon the people
of this territory to overwhelm with their virtuous
and reprohataion the authors of it.
well-wishe- rs

fifty-nint-

h

cn.i-tem- pt

There is considerable talk tuat tl.e itejiiocmis will
congress the election oi
.
content
Andrews. The Citizen wishes that they may do so, but it
doesn't believe they will. They Know that they are
defeated, and every honoiable man knows that the
light cast upou their methods In the campalgu Just
closed the less will their infamy l.e made a national
property.
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Rugs, Crockery, Glassware, Furniture
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RASPBER- RIES,
AND ARE SELLING THEM AT
THE UNIFORM PRICE OF
25o PER POUND.

ships and limlteds, and so tho boys of New Mexico can
easily join in a pilgrimage to a stable located In Cln
cinnatl. Ohio. Yes, a trip to a stable, and that Just to
shake hands with a fine old man who is sponging off a
wagon and who Is not too busy to give us a hearty
handshake.
So here we are Introduced to Henry Weldner, as old
is your grandfather, for he Is 05, and only a few years
ago he was president of a great bank.
The cashier.
Frank Brown, robbed it of a quarter of a million and run
away to South America, and behind, to bear the burden.
was left this old man. The blow almost killed Henry
Weldner. It would almost kill a much younger man.
But he stood up jnder it. He took every dollar in money
or property tjiat he had in the world, and every penny
his wife had, and turned it over to the depositors, and
then, Btrlmied, and only a few years from the grave,
started out to earn an honest living at any calling that
wus honorable. The world all but forgot the old man
until he was found, the other day, working In the stable.
It Is different from sitting In an office and clipping cou
pons," he said, as he rubbed a dashloard till In shone.
It will all come out right some day. I wanted to die an
honset man and so I went to work. I'm working hard
for promotion, and I'll get It soon."
To stand well with himself." We are through with
ouor visit and back to our text, boys. What u lot of
good is born of the thing thut is in the human breast.
It is tho 'starting point. If we are honest It Is almost
always o satisfy the God in us. Some folks do not call
it God. They do not know what to call it.
They only
know that in each breast something vibrates and make's
tenderness, and tears, and smiles, and a desire to bo
clean and upright. It is there when first the heart beats
and it lives till the final stroke, and always it is for good.
You can call it Conscience, or Early Training, or what
you will, but it is really the Divine Part of Mankind. So
let's remember our visit to Henry Weldner, and in all we
do and we all say, and so far as is possible In all wo
think, be governed by the something in our breasts that
makes us want to "STAND WETJ, WITH OUnSELVKS."'
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We carry a complete line
of the well known

"Karpen"

WE GUARANTEE THE QUALITY OF THESE GOODS AND
THEY WILL GIVE YOU SAT
ISFACTION.
INCLUDE SOME
WITH YOUR NEXT ORDER.

Don't Forget

Our

Goods

Bakery

9
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Of course, lh.- morning paper of this city, in it accustomed method of besmerehlng everything republican, would try to shield the democrats from the infamy
of their late canvass by renewing its former calumnies
against Delegate Andrews and Chairman Huisuni. The
morning paper is fully understood as a irund anil an
enemy to everything republican.
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"ItbtnJs

with the foot"
Hats of to Col. 13. .1. Watson, commissioner of immigration for South Carolina. Me has performed the
The flexible, soje Hed Cross
most valuable service for this slate, a service that enShoe
is
a ble from
titles him to the thanks of all our people. He came Into
this port yesterday morning on board the North German the start.
ship Wittekind, bringing with him about flilO desiruble
The burning and
people for settlement In South Carolinn. A more carecaused
by stiff soles and the
fully selected, promising company of Immigrants has
evils of thin soles are prenever been landed at any port in the United States.
There was not one anarchist among them, not a vented by the Red Cross.
It
single pauper or dependent person, not one who will
enables
a
woman
to
be
on
her
find the process of assimilation Into the American citizenship, other than a pleasant exercise They came with feet for hours at a time with
their trunks and boxes and baskets, filled with such comfort.
store of household goods as they could transport wllh
them to this land of promise, not as contract laborers, A stylish
but at the Invitation of this state, and with the assur- shoe
that's
ance from its official representative that they would find
abundant opportunity here for profitable employment. absolutely
Coming under such auspices they are enlitled !: receive,
and will receive, ample protection and encouragement comfortable
from the state.
Among the Immigrants there are men, women ami
children, entire families and single persons, all intent
upon becoming citizens or this state and country and
aiding In the development of our marvelous resources.
There were skilled operatives in the. cargo yesterday, all
S, K'J Omi
of whom have already found work in the cotton mills of
iattnt Colt Bluekirt
the state, gardeners and farmers, workers in Iron, mafj.oo
chinists, glaziers, carpenters, laborers and servants, men
and women who have been trained in their callings and Oxfords,
who will find work exactly adapted to their several
$3.50 and
talents ami a fair reward for their services wherever
they are placed. One superb family of nine persons was High Shoes,
landed as soon as the shin reached her wlmrf that. In the
$4.00 and $3.50
Hie opinion or tho United States commissioner of lalxr,
Let us fit you.
ne worth at least $10,000 to the state of South Carolina.;
and there were families in the lot who will make!
SEE
ideal citizens They were all in the best of humor and'
It was noted
WILLIAM CHAPLIN
,y those who saw them bow many refined
121 West Railroad Ave.
faces there were among the voyagers and how many
New Mexico
people came ashore. They did not ui; Kpeal, Albuquerque
the same tongue, but Uiey were all evidently moved
by the same cpirlt of enterprise, the spirit which has built
up Hie meat west, the spirit which will build up speed- il.v the greater south.
One of the Immigration officers'
305 South First Street
who came to Charleston to show us how to manage the
msiness. said yesterday that he never had seen a fin.i in .
-C
,
c ant
shipload of immigrants and he rejoiced with the people ot Desl
meals in
ibis slate that so many potential American citizens the City.
Home COokin?
,.. .1.
.
had ..In....ii .,.l.l...i
,
,...1
population
oi inis eUlllllilillSpecial
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THEY ARE RECEIVED.
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EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

Colo.
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We Keep It Up
We keep the quality ot our bread '
up to the highest. This is possible

M.

by using

COAL

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$8.50
The rcmiolicuP won as expwtt-dbin ou account
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
of the vote's being close, the democrats et home fun out Wealth.
.
ladies
to
attention
6.50
PER TON
of hollerln," but the larger "yell" they were iirranging
Special trains left the city
night for dlffeivni
lat
All
Short
Orders
at
Hours
lo let out has been indefinitely postponed
points In the state carrying 441 Immigrants to their new
homes.
They were very happy and contented with
SM'ukiiifi of working both ends uguiust Hie middle
their reception and the promise of the new life which
it would seem that the democrats are iiiite proficient they will begin today. Just before Hie train left He
in it.
immigration pier, the people In one of the conches lmii
CTTO KLEINWORT, Proprietor
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
iiuo song
$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
It Is not surprising that th democrats should claim "March on!
March on!
My heart's resolved!"
had been counted out
that
It was a delicious bit of sentiment,
l'eople who iov,.
.,.w no can kiii
11
.
i.iiki
umi
uii spirit
r
auoui
J
J
Soino echoes of tlie bu1ll
ma
lie louuil in the on forelun soil will make good
fcood South ' leadquarters lor LOW Prices
Americans
and
502 SOUTH FIR9T STREET.
E roans of the defeated democratic tlleaio.
Carolinians. The better the rYenchman ami Herman on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
and Dutchmen, the better the American. Welcome t all
What K'"l, in the nunie of raion and common of our new nelKliUirs and in a litllo while our new fellow, """USheS and Jap-a-la- c. 1'
KEEP OUT THE COLD WINDS.
HUDSON
FOR
WINDOW
SEE
Konsc, could bo secured in pending a democrat, to cou- - (
ton
Nows aud Courier.
40a W. Railroad Avaua
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They are unquestionably
the best. The new styles
we are receiving daily for
our Xmas trade are a revelation in beauty and design. Our installment plan
works to perfection.

WOOD
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.Beaven

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but '
also in taking care of and selling
Phones cZiSZl'Jfalk
Coraar Flflb and Railroad Av.nu, thc br"d- - If ?ou wnt the
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
.

Funeral Director

and Licensed

Emtalmer

ill

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

PIONEER BAKERY,

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHAN6ED

20T BOUTM FIR SIT UTRKSZl.

Mttoelalloa Offloo

Transactions

Cuarantood

ROSENFIEIO'S,

II8W.R.

R. Ave.

L. F. STUCKEL HAS HIS STAR
TIN SHOP LOCATED WITH RAABE
& MAUGER,
115 & 117
NORTH

FIRST STREET.

ELITE

THE
NEAR

ROOMING

HOUSE

POSTOFFICf. AND DEPOT,

Wtit Silver Avenue,
y. E. GALLOWAY. ManiQer.
NO. 113

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL- -

MONDAV, NOVEMBER. 12, 1906.

DID CALDWELL TAKE

GLAZE'SCASH 1NFRISC0
Letter From Mrs. Glaze
lleges the Detective"
Was Crooked.

A-

W. K. BACON' WKITES McMILLIN

Washington Police Know Nothing
of Either Caldwell or
Huddleson.
Undertaker
ltorrliTi from Mm. .1. I. Glaze, of
Azusn, Cal., confirms the Impression of
her first, lelesram that she-- knew more
of t A. Caldwell, who was found
lead near the Santa Ke tracks last
The telegram,
Thursday morning.
which in dated November 9, plat on:
"Caldwell Is nothing to us. Think
he lived in Virginia. Bury at. county
expense.
MRS. J. C. GLAZE."
Following the receipt of the above
teloKrain, Mr. ISorders wired, the chief
of police of
Aneles to make per
sonal inquiry about Caldwell of Mrs.
Glaze. Azusa is a Htiouro .01 lx8 An
Keles, and a second telegram followed
Saturday night, which brought a lit
tle more information.- - It says:
"Caldwell claimed to be a private
detective. He said relatives lived in
Virginia.
Search things for letters
from relatives.
"MKS. J. C. GLAZE."
A puzzling circumstance in connection with these messages Is why the
IjOs Angeles woman suggests
that
Caldwell be burled at the expense of
the connty, and in the letter which
followed her telegram it develops that
Caldwell had been engaged by her
husband for seven months as a teamster. She alleges that Caldwell owed
her husband some money, and is solicitous that his relatives bo apprised
of his death. The lefter follows:
Mrs. Glaze's Letter.
"Azusa, Cal., Nov. 9, 1900. Mr. A.
Sir:
Undertaker. Dear
liorders.
Your telegram of this morning received. .In reply will say Charlie
Caldwell worked for my husband, J.
C. Glaze, for about seven months. In
.luly said Caldwell persuaded Mr.
Glaze to let him take three of our
teams to Sail Krancisco and work at
teaming. Mr. Glaze believed him to
he an honest man and so consented.
He had been there but a short time
when ho disappeared, taking with him
several hundred dollars. He claimed
to be from Virginia, but what part
I do not know.
If you can find any
letters from his relatives, will you
send them to me, or the names of the
towns they came from, and for the
sake of his parents I will try and find
them. If he had any money, Mr.
Glaze will put In a claim for the
amount taken, aand If he had valuables in his trunk I think they should
be sent to his mother, if we can locate her. "Will you write me as to
the manner of his death, and what
he was doing there, whether at work
or not. Mr. Glaze is absent on busi-- "
nesR, so will yon please notify me at
once as to disposition of remains, and
if he had anything of value.
"Very truly,
"MRS. J. C. GLAZE."
It Is assumed from the tone of the
letter that the relations between Caldwell and Glaze were somewhat strained after he had worked with Glaze's
teams in San Francisco.
There appears to be little doubt that he was
engaged there at teaming, a receipted
freight bill for the shipment of horses
from Los Angeles to San Francisco
having been found among his effects,
along with the following letter from
J. C. Glaze, from which it .appears that
Glaze's business association with Caldwell was anything hut strained at the
time the letter was written.
The
letter which tells of transactions in
horse flesh, reads:
"Los Angeles, August 9. FYiend
Charley:
Just received your letters,
.lenkens broug'ht them from home this
evening.
I am in the midst of my
melon crop. The market is very bad.
Wie rented a stall in the market, so I
am here most of the time.
Well,
Charley, about the team. If you can
trade the little mare and not have to
pay any boot, trade with him.
You
sold the mare all right.
We can't
too
stand
much boot, because I don't
know how I am going to come out
here. What is the matter with High?
Don't the team suit him?
If you
think you will have to get another
man, let me know where to find you
and maybe I can send you a man.
What Is Claud W. and Fog doing?
Well, Charley, I told you to use your
own judgment up there, so good-bye- .
As ever.
Your friend,
"J. C. GLAZE.-BacoWrites Chief McMillin.
W. II. Karon, of Suguaclie, Coin.,
whom Caldwell recommended fur a
position on the United States secret
service to one A. K. Huddleson. of
Washington, 1. C. in mi ummiiled letter wriiten last Oelober, has written
Chief McMillin, of the Albuciiieroue
police force, from Chaina, N. M., for
particulars of his death, and offers
concerning him.
Here is
Macon's letter to chief McMillin
It
was received this morning:
"Dear Sir: I see by the Denver
papers that a man by the uaine of T.
A. Caldwell, who is a secret service
man, was found dead near Algodunes.
would like to get particulars of this
ease. I last saw him at Tre I'iedras,
N. .f. If his is the same man, he ha
a suit case in the express office there
from Antonito, Colo., which was
shipped on the 5th of November.
I'lease let me know as boon as possible, and any information I ran give
you will be freely given.
"Very respectfully,
A

i''it:r received

f

well Is the man the chief of police
OFFICIAL VOTE OF
nns in mind.
That neither Caldwell nor Huddlepo
Washington
son are known to the
-lice; thnt the Denver nice oi me
BERNALILLO
cannot nlace
rut oorv na iiiirpaii
Caldwell, and that no commission as
a secret service officer was round
among the effects of the deceased Is
further reason for believing that Cald The Vote of Los Grlegos Prewell was a pseudo detective and
the star from some
cinct Counted RegardThat he un
fake detective agency.
doubtedly represented himself to a
less of Kicks.
f neonle as secret service
Tximhcr
officer Is evidenced bw developments
since mis mscovrry i iiih iKMiy.
IS 259
flfirriprg stated 4hta tiinrntiw ANDREWS' MAJORITY
l i
that he proposed to keep the body as
long as ne
inn ii is in poor
shape to embalm, owing to its Official and Unofliclal Returns
mangled condition.
Meantime he Is
From Counties Show
sending other telegrams and will
leave nothing undone to find the
Andrews Election.
man's relatives or friends, whoever
they may le.

W.

K. HACOX.

"Chama. N. M."
Itacon had Uen wired by Undertaker liorders at Saguache, Colo., but
evidently did not get the message,. A
second message has been sent him at
Chama, stating that tint dead man
here is the Caldwell he inquires about.
Reply to telegrams to the chief of
police a; Washington received here
from
it. Sylvester
state that the
Washington police cannot locate C.
A. Huddleson, and that
nothing Is
Known here of C. A. Caldwell, of
whom a description is asked. A telegram to Huddleson. in cure of his
postottice box, remains unanswered.
The chief of police of Parkers jiii.
W. Va., wires that lie is unable to locate relatives of C. A. Caldwell. "A
man naiiie, C. K. c.iliiell lias been
missing from here since June. Letter follows." the telegram concludes.
It is not thoiikhl that C. A. Cald

LONG

"

DISTANCE

DELEGATE ANDREWS' TOTAL
MAJORITY

TELEPHONE

SERVICE

To The I'ublic:

wish to announce that we have
just completed a new heavy copper
toll circuit through to Trinidad, giving us now first, class toll service to
Denver and surrounding cities. We
are now prepared to handle your toll
business with promptness, experiencing hardly any delay whatever and assure you that you will be surprised to
find that you can carry on a conversation with parties In Denver as easily as you can with your next door
Neighbor.
Our toll line to Denver
heretofore has not given the best of
sitislaction to our many patrons
owing to the fact that a great many
stations along the route were on this
line and it made it very bard for tis
to get business through owing to Its
congested condition.
This new line
will do away with this delay and an
noyance and we rarnestly solicit your
patronage. Call chief operator for
rates.
Yours respectfully,
THE COLORADO TELPHONE CO.
By A. D. Graham, District Manager.
I

LOCAL

PARAGRAPHS

rumor is current on the street ia
this city that Thos. S. Hubbell will
soon engage In business in El Paso.
Capt. Fullerton of Socorro Is in the
city on business.
W. B. Childers is at Hillsboro. Sierra county, attending to a case ia
which he is one of the attorneys.
Judge Abbott announces thnt all
civil cases marked for trial at the
present jury term and not already set
for any specific dates will be in order
Tuesday morning, November 13.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Fox and daughter, Miss Mildred, have re'urned to
the city fr.om Spokane, Wash., where
Mr. Fox Is in the timber business. It
is quite likely they will remain here
during the winter months.
An event of importance in Masonic
circles will be the reunion in El Paso,
November 1!) to 22. The Scottish Rite
Masons of the Pass City, assisted by
brethren Irom Galveston, Houston,
Beaumont and Orange are to meet
thero and the Shrine ceremonial of
El Mlaa Temnln of Galveston will Im
niedlntety follow. A grand bnnquet at
the St. Regis hottl will also form part
of the entertainment. It is believed
that Ballut Abayd Temple of Albuquerque, Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
will lie well represented.
Af.tr eighteen years In the general
merchandise business in Old Albuquerque, George E. Dfnny has sold
out to Charles Mann, and has retired.
He Is still postmaster of the old town,
and he has appointed Mr. Mann his
assistant. In a few days, possiDly tomorrow night, Mr. Denny will leave
lor the east, and before his return to
Albuquerque he may visit London and
Paris. He has been In business harness, without any kind of vacation, for
many years and deserves a season of
rest.
Forest Supervisor llreen, stationed
at Flagstaff passed ihrough the city
this morning on his way to Washington, where he goes to remain at least
three months and while there assist
lu the administration of the national
forest reserves. It is understood, although not official, that Mr. Breen is
leaving the Arizona reserve station for
good, and after his duties at Washington will he assigned as district forester of the reserves in Idaho, Montana and Wyoming. Should he not
accept the district forester, and return to Arizona, his position during
his abseace will be looked Bfter by
Forest Inspector Woolsey.
A

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior. United
States Land Office. Small Holding
Claim No. J999.
Sania Fe, N. M., Oct. 19. 190G.
Notico U hereby givtn that the following named claimant has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in
support of his claim under sections
Hi and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
C.'ii Stats., 854.), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
47"). and that said proof will be made
before A. E. Walker, probate clerk at
Albuquerque, N. M., on December 5,
pjoii, vi?: Juan Garcia y Samora, of
Carpenter, N. M., for the Tracts 1, 2,
:! ana
t. Seclon 19, Township 11
North, Range 6 East.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous
adverse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the survey of iho township, viz: Francisco,
Monte., Leonard Skinner, J. M, Skinner and Marcdino Crespin, all of Carpenter, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
"f the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
'hat .Mil, ml, ted by claimant.
above-mention-

cross-examin-

MANUEL

e

K. OTERO.

Register.

o-Famous Strike Breakers.
lie most famous strike
breakers in
the land are Dr. King's New Life
i ills.
Wlun liver and bowels go on
stri..e. ,bey quickly settle the trouble,
;be
purifying work goes riyht on.
and
Best cure for constipation, headache
and dizziness. 2jc at all druggists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KftACK K RE AM
BREAD and take no other.
if yon want results in ad ei Using,
tran Evening Citizen want ad.
I

-

NOW

Ills' let Attorney Clone vim an
opinion this morning; relative to
counting the Los Grlegos vote without
tne presenece or tne ballot box. The
ballot box and poll books were stolen
from this precinct after the returns
had been made, inirstiant to the opinion, the county commissioners officially counted the vote on the certificates
of the election judges in that precinct.
The certificate of election contain
no report on the statehood vote although It Is otherwise complete. Why
the certificate is shy these figures is
apparently as mysterious as the motive for stealing the poll books and
liallot l,ox from the preclact.
Canvass of the election certificate
from this precinct gives Andrews a
majority of 120 while the average majority for the candidates, on the people's ticket is about 25. Tho precinct
has 180 votes.
The official canvass of the county
vote ia the election of last Tuesday
was begun' Saturday afternoon.
It
was completed before tho day was
over. The returns were all complete
and regular with the exception of
Grlegos. District Attorney Clancys opinion this morning
added the
Los Grlegos rport to tho official figures which are as follows:

PAGE FIVE.
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.McKlnley

Santa Fe
Sandoval
Socorro
'
Taos
Torraacn
Valencia

.

.

iti
54
f.38

r:

.

J

tit; 8

'

3ti2
313
1
409

Total

Chaves

i

ls

CITIZEN

o

300

IS

EVEIJIXQ

.

Commissioners of tht Chillll Grant.
Alsrlo Poll, president, 35;
MISS LILY IE BOEUF
Moya, vice president, 25; N. (lutier-rex- ,
49: Cresenclo Torrey, 37; Manuel
OulleRos, 41.
These sanies repre- LA PETITE CREOLE ELOCUTIONThe opposing
sented one ticket.
IST IN A GRAND RECITAL
ticket received the following votes:
AT A. M. E. CHURCH.
Jose 11. Maldonndo, president. 42;
Manuel Mora r Chaves, f2; Salvador
On Tuesday night, November 13, as
an impersonator and reader, Miss Le- Adel-nldGuerrero. 25: Sll. Gutierrez,
Carets, 33.
Hoctir has lio equal. Stio bas won
plaudits and
wherever
she bas appeared.
VOTE ON DELEGATE
She Is graceful of manner and with
her character delineations and style
of expression easily captivates her
audiences.
Majorities for Andrews,
Miss LcBoeuf is well known and
liertlilllllo
2."!
Coirax
7H0 highly recommended all over tho Unibishops and lending
Dona Ana
19fi ted States by
men of both races.
.Ml
Lincoln

pos-sibl- v

hv

ls

, "ALBUQUERQUE

Kddy
I
j

.

Majorities for Larrazolo.
670
593
440
162
161
130
128
260
218
627
768
138

.. ..

Grant
Guadalupe
Luna . .
Mora

.

.

.

.

Otero

Quay . .
Rio Arriba

Roosevelt .
San Miguel
San Juan .
Sierra . . .
Union

4785

. .

3
18

.

Total
4485
Andrews' majority on the official
and unofficial returns received
3110
this afternoon
Delegate Andrews, during the day,
received the official majorities on the
delegate for the counties of Bernalillo, Colfax. McKlnley, Santa Fe, Sandoval, Taos.
Torrance,
Valencia,
Chaves, Kddy, Luna, Mora, Otero,
Rio Arriba, Roosevelt, San Miguel and
San Juan. The unofficial returns,
which will show practically the same
vote on official count are given from
the counties of Dona Ana, Lincoln, Socorro, Grant, Guadalupe, Quay, Sierra,
Union.

THEY ARE STILL

SQUEALING
FRAUD
OFFICIAL VOTE OF THIS COUNTY.
Uib Vegas, Nov. J2. Late returns
For Delegate to Congress. .
received at democratic headquarters
Andrews, Rep
' 2235 lower the majority of Larrazolo for
Larrazolo, Deni
976 delegate, but Chairman
Jones still
claims his election by 300. Jones has
Andrews' majority
259 intituled suits In
Colfax and Torrance
Metcalf, Socialist, S votes.
counties to have several precincts
thrown out and will contest Rio ArFor The Council.
and Taos counties unless LarraSulzer, peo
,.. 277' riba
zolo has a clear majority. Latest reW. B. Childers, Rep
!!!l482 publican
estimate Is 221 for Andrews,
based on a claim of 300 majority In
Sulzer's majority
...'...1290 Taos
county, which Is disputed.
Blackburn, Socialist, 75.
1

SO SOOTHING.
For House of Representatives.
Lucero y Montoya, Peo
2tii(i
Us
Influence Has Been' Felt by so
Kaseman, Rep
1732
Many Albuquerque Readers.
Lucero's majority
928
Tho
soothing influence or relief.
Herman, Socialist, 76.
After suffering from itching piles.
Ruppe, Peo
2724
From eczema or any Itchiness of the
'...13G0 skin,
Ortiz, Rep
Makes one feel grateful to the remRuppe s majority
isfi4 edy.
Giihtafsou, Socialist, 78.
Doan's Ointment has soothed hundreds.
For Commissioners.
lf
Here's whattine Afc.tf'nuerqtie
citizen
Arniijo, Peo
!27S8 says:
Sanchez, Rep
!!!!l459
A. M. WTiltcomb, nursery, corner of
Kighth
avenue,
and Tijeras
Armijo's majority
..1329 says: "instreet
my estimation there Is no
Berger, Socialist, 76.
ointmnet for the purpose that it is
Springer, Peo
0549
used that can equal Doan's. There
Mayo, Rep
,
h10 was
a spot below my knee which annoyed mo for ten years. Unlike ecSpringer's majority
1439
zema it did not spread out, but, at
Shu no, Socialist, 75.
times it Itclitd so exasperatingly, particularly arter I went to bed or sat
For Probate Judge.
Romero, Peo
2857 by tho stove, that I scratched it until
Sandoval, Rep
1382 it smarted before relief came. I tried
every salve and ointment
I
came
Romero's majority
help 1
1475 across; when one did not
bought another ami slapped it on.
Craiijr, Socialist, 76.
Heading about Doan's Ointment Induced me to procure a box. In a few
For Probate Clerk.
Walker, Peo
2884 days the Itchiness ceased and the life
Montoya, Rep
1370 or the part alter ced. was killed for
up to date, and it is now over six
Walker's majority
1514 months since I stopped the line or the
Bryce., Socialist, 74.
salve. There has not been, a synipton
f its appearance."
For Sheriff.
For sale by all deaVrs. Price 50
Arniijo, Peo
2702 cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
Hubbell, Rep
1548 incw lork, sole agents for the United
States. Remember the name Doan's
Armijo's majority
1154
and take no other.
6.
Sandon, Socialist, 84.
Sedillo, Taxpayer, 4.
Had a Close Cal).
"A dangerous surgical operation,
For Assessor,
the removal of a malignant
Grunsfeld, Peo
t51
as large as my hand, from my
Albright, Rep
!!!!l590 ulcer,
daughter's blp, was prevented by the
application of Bucklen's Arnica Salve"
Grunsftld's majority ...
long says A. C. Siickel,
of Miletus. W. Va.
Weir, Socialist, 75.
"Persistent use of the Salve completely cured it."
cures cuts, burns and
For Treasurer and Collector
injuries. 25c at all druggists.
Heaven, Dem
2797
Newcomer, Rep
1 459
.
PROPOSALS FOR FOUH '' BRICK
BUILDINGS.
Heaven's majority
of the Ini3:s terior, Office ofDepartment
Indian Affairs WashSchroeder, Socialist, 69.
ington, D. C, Oct. 29, 1906. Sealed proFor School Siinrir,nw
posals, plainly marked on the outside
p,,0
27i5 of the sealed envelope ' Proposals for
MilKr, Rep
,m Brick Buildings, Santa Fe, New Mexico." and addressed to the
St roup s majority
r74 fcioner of Indian Affairs, Washington,
Kerr, Socialist, 70.
win he received at thP Indian
office until 2 o'clock p. 111. or DecemFOr SurufbAr '
ber 3, 1906. for furnishing
,inHv.
Rosa, Dem
'(Tvi erlng
the necessary materials ami !a- Rankin, Rep
;15,J0
oor required to construct and complete a dormitory, and a mess hall and
Ross' majority
120! bakery, both of
brick with plumbing,
Ryan, Socialist, 73.
steam heat and electric lighting, also
an
addition
to
the brick warehouse
Joint Statehood
ami a brick bath house, both with
Fur
trie
lighting,
gainst
all at the Santa Fe
!!.'!;951
school, Ntw Mexico, in strict accord
ance
wilh plans, specifica-IonMajority for
uwt
and instructions to bidders wlib-Delegates Constitutional Convention. examined at this ottice, the ofrircs of
mover, reo
2814 me
improvement Bulletin," MinneRaynolds, Rep
1 494
apolis, Minn.; "American Contractor."
Chicago, III.; "Citizen," Albuquerque
Stovtr's majority
t320 New Mrs.; ' New Mexican," Santa Fe,
Kloek, Peo.
2813 New Mcx.; the Kvcnlng Herald,"
Mickey, Rep.
t'olo .; the Builders and Trad
ers Kxchanges at Omaha, Neb.- Mil- Klock's iiiaioiilv
iai3 waii!e, wis.; St. Paul, Minn.; MinClancy, Peo
2816 neapolis, .Minn.; the Northwestern
Wilkernon, Rep
1442 Manufacturers' association,
St. Paul;
the U. S. Indian Warehouse, at ChiClancy's majority
1371 cago, St. Louis, Omaha
New York,
Uiiran, peo
ri:n and at the school. Forand
fun
ho.
Gutierrez, Rep
1437 mat ion apply to Clinton
J. Crandall,
superintendent, Santa Fe, New MexiDuran'K iflaiorifv
1?.'':! co.
('. F. l.arrabee. niiin..
i.
Chaves, i'no
''741 sinner.
HoIl-oi- i.
Rep
4 ,'j
t
Ask for JAFVS KRACK KREAM
Chaves' majority
12S2 BREAD and take no other.

PRESS NOTICES.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship; Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Miss LcBoeuf is a wonder. Not only
an elocutionist but an actress of no

table talent.
Kansas.

Plain

Dealer,

,

Topeka.

The recital given by Mis I.eBoeuf
at the African Methodist church Monday nlgbt was a treat to all present.
Miss LeBoetir Is a reader of the first
rank and deserves a crowded house
wherever she may recite. Colorado
Statesman.

OUR

visit

from the beet looms.

A L BER T

Miss IJly M. Ix'Boeuf, the charming
little elocutionist, Is touring Texas.
This gifted little woman hss few
equals. Victoria (Texas) Guide.

A

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLISH
BUSINESS ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

AND

Spanish

write or call

of the Albuquerque Business College

s

Library Building, Albuquerque, Now Mexico -

SPECIALTY.

STOVES

STOVES
BASE BURNER

Only In Use Two Months

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phono 604.
No. 112 John 8t

New and

Rico Hotel and Bar

OPERA

& CO.,

S TEVENS
1J

& BOWYER,

UTTER NUT

H. H. FRAZEE

Better

PRESENTS
THE BIG FUN SHOW

All City

Than

Home-Mad-

Proprietors
CAK.ES
Alwaya on Hand.

e.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

0Caeecoa

Convenience - Comfort - Security

SINGERS
DANCERS
AND

Josh

Ths

duties

Perkins

See Uncle Josh at
County Fair
Watch for Big Parade

if

BOTH PHONES

I

120

14

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
O

The St. Elmo

J JOSEPH

-

,.,.,

1

Set Teeth $8.

Gold

Cms

$6

D IP.
10 FILLINGS $1 .50
Bridge Wurk, Porcelain
All kork Guaranteed
rftbyt and Painlm f xtrarliua.
G

DR.

L

E. ERYIN,

001

St CON 0 STRKET
Whiting Building

1)

AM

Richard Carle's Merry Musi
cal Extravaganza

BARNETT,

o

O

Wines, Brandies. Etc,

Prop'r.

a

SAMPLE AND

West Railroad Avenue

and
.

Sccn-?r-

v

oooo

CLUB ROOMS

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phone.

Highland Rooming House
MRS. M. E. HEINDL,

Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
S

THE

Prop.

JUST
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
New Building, New Furniture,

Steam
Heat and Everything Connected
With the Place Brand New.
ROOMS BY DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

C El --KB RATED

Q. F. O.
VJHISKEY
Bullied in Bond.

BUSINESS CHANGE

have purchased the Joscn.i
Johnson hlix l of lurulture at
Second street ; :i 1 will conduct ho ljublnt'as ag I
(hu
I
past an solicit the
have in
:onas of all of Mr. Johnson's
custoinrg as u ell aa my old u'... ih at. 31i3 South Second street,
I
uhi re have conducted a, aeooo
hi store for the pa.st three years,
Th' KooiU from this place will
uoved to my new store and I will
continue both the new and aero:. hand bublnesi as well aa the reiarug of furniture and uphold us ia the new location. uauk-:iik- I
sua my uKI jjatrODg for past fa .
hoping to see ttuuj all at the
innv place, J remain
Respectfully your.
I

:.17 anil 31U Sou h

I
B

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KT.

--

CHAS. L.

Klii't'LEIL

MELINI
Sol

& EAKIN
Agents.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Automatic Phono, 199.

!

a

J. F. PALMER

Mum-my-

Scats mi sale at MATSON
Monday, Nov. 12 at 9 o'clock.

O

Fines! Whiskies

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

Mummy

W th a ca.-.-t oi unusu.il nu-ti-t
VKIA) U'AKKKX as tho
Gorjjeous Costumes,
ami Electrical Klfects.

.

mt

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

One Night Only

The Maid and the

HOME

nnirrrnTT

HOUSE

NOV.

YOUR

O'RIELLY &CO.
J. H. leading

Band

Seats on Sale Wednesday, November 14

WEDNESDAY

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Rrlcc 80c, 75c and St.OO

ELKS' OPERA

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

lighter,

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

the

Hayseed

telephone

makes the
tho cares less,
and tho worries fewer.

COMEDIANS

,

'

'

AVE.

KINE LINE OF

"HEAD

An

117 Gold Avenue

213 WEST R AILROAD

'06

15,

Ranges

FRENCH BAttERY

HOUSE

Thursday, November

Perfect Condition

Second-han- d

BORRADAILE

No. 111 North First Street
DINELLI A LENCIONI. Proprietors.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.

Everlasting
Success

fop full

information.

THE HIGHLAND LIVER
BAMBROOK BROB., Prop:

Uncle

'

LAW

SPELLING
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 South First Street. Albuquerque.

ELKS'

offer thorough
courses In'

COMMERCIAL

BALLING,

CAKE3

We

DAY OR

Proprietor
(Successor to Balling Bros.)

WEDDING

Staab Building

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the

CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION.
Inspect Our Holiday Offerings of
CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS AT $3.00
PER DOZEN.
Why Pay Moret Open Sundays.
MILLETT STUDIO.
215 West Railroad Avenue.
Cut this out and take i: 'o any drug
store and get a free r:iu-,iJof Chamberlain's Stomach and Llv. r Tablets.
For biliousness and constipation they
are uneqtialed. They improve tuc
strengtben th" dig s'inn and
regulate the liver and bowels.

PIONEER BAKERY

FA
BER
....

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

Miss IeBoeuf's recitals aro strictly
literary and high
class. Cimeter
Muskogee, I. T.

SIMON

RUQ DEPARTMENT it
revtlt.on to thoee who
It, becaute of th great variety of Domestic Runs

i

B

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

SONS OF

TEASE GAMP, RULE REVISER

ELI

AUTHOR OF NEW, FOOT BALL
RULES DEFENDS INNOVATIONS
IN THE GAME YALE'S CHANCES
THIS YEAR SEEM FULL OF ADVANTAGE.

:

'
i

'

By Marleti E. Pe.
txcial Correspondence.
New Haven. Cona., Nor. 12. Yale'a
oddly mixed foot ball eleven sliould be
in a position of advantage In the Reason's perleii of smcs, tinder the new
mica. Walter Camp, the inventor of
ihe new system, Is here acting as
gwieral advisory roach.
Cawing the pigkrn nndcr the laws
1W6 Is. to the old stagers, like a
if
inftJ loop into the mysterious
Cump'i regulations
have
brought forth enough condemnation,
Ills
even here on
own gridiron, to
bring a hot blush to the roost anemic.
Camp Is a Yale man and lives there.
It w&8 one of the Interesting phases
of the early foot ball seraon to
Ms xlespf rate efforts to coach the
sons of old Kit and bring out in prac-'
1
leal play the rules he had prescribed.
There H an apparent long reach to
cnthushmm In the new Yale foot ball
wilder-nefsimg, It attempts to cover
of doubt, and nrns:
(Air Just the Same Old Story.)
It Is Just the same old foot ball
Bvir since t'ne same began
Yale
Harvard losing
Try and Stop It If you can!
it Is just the same old foot batl
It will always be the same
You may change the rules hut we're
not fools
It's the same old game!
Desfltte the dubious headscratching
t the-oloaches, who contend that
I he new rules give undue advantage
to light teams and handicap tieavy
elevens. Camp insist that tiis revision will work out to the equal benefit
of ail ; and Improve the sport. lie
said:.
wa to be expected that the devotJt
tees of the old game would hesitate
in approving the new rules. In. the
practice play, however, we have seen
fiow' great, the chaace ia for a general
development of the game. Where the
rules are having a fair tryout we are
KOtlrng rewards. It ia certain that in
place r the old mass play, which had
as iU. object, constant possession of
the ball, there hag now been opened a
wlda field for brilliant trick plays,
double passing, forward passes, short
kicks and long runs.
"Ia a word, the new rules are in
favor of neat, open play, calling forth
4 he most
artful skill, and they oppose
the heavy force play which has beea
ho frequently the cause of disaster.
"Whatever the new era will moan to
i he players, It will certainly meet with
the approval, of the spectator, for the
rules make possible an clement of
sensational play which has heretofore
iieen retarded. As a means of steady
sain mass plays have beea made almost useless by the rule to gain ten
yards (a three downs instead of Ave.
"Actual play is, of course, the best
test, and we shall see."
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P&Y

Paris Jeweler Uf Secret Tools In
His Work on the Precioua
Stonn
In a very
Diamond an de
artistic manner Ti ts vrIopmcnt of
brli.g into exth diamond mi' iii
e!ry. for wlttrh
J
istence a new t
a ronRldi ralilr o mai ii is xpr rlcil, fcays
lor.g bein eastern rxrhanee. It
lieved that the diamond could not lie engraved with tsfe or eatislartory results. A few slime roughly rnraved
were found In Imlia. and a diamond aa
exhibited at the I'nrM txpnsilion in 1S78
on which a ix.riiatt of Ihe king-Holland was Hcrt' h'il. Hut tbe voi k was
imperfect and tin stunrs were ralhorde- polished than i iu t:ivi d.
Some of tin1 in th Hpeclmetm of en- raviii on
r: n sre the work of M.
r. One U a warf- fJordlnei.a I'ai j'
pin repreainiinc a alnclian, of wUUh
the blade is a s:' ii!i' (llaini.rd ami the
handle a ruby Ai.miIht l a larpn cir- ciilar atone on lii 'i a ::u y with its
foliane is engiwwl. In ar.othrr cafe the
negign Is a i. ri'Ti- inude with two diamonds. An eialmrate pr (,f work is a
bicycle of which the w horls are two circular diamoinlf. The spokes arc represented by lin' rnaravrd on th diamonds. A small hole Is pierced al each
axle. Another diamond i carvrd like a
s.
fish. A hamisonie brooch
a
surrounded by sapphires and hrll- ilants.
The most remarkable Is a ring made of
one diamond, the Interior surface being
polished and the enteriorc lahoratcly engraved. Other examples are brooches,
representing tlics.of which the wings are
tbin engraved diamonds, and two diamonds engraved with armorial hearings,
the imperial arms of Kimla being used
.a one instance on shirt and rnIT buttons.
Formerly it was only possible to produce the polish on flat turf aces, but M.
Dordinet has been able to do thison concave portions, as on the body and tail i;f
a fish and the interior of the ring. His
tools produce not only strnlcht lines, as
In the wheel, the racquet and the flies'
wings, but a free modeling, as In tho
pansy, the Russian arms and the scara-baeu- s.
He has Invented t hese tools himself, anil intends that his son aTone snail
have the use of tlitm. They are exceedingly delicate and difficult to handle. He
has spent Hi years I, ringing them to perfection.
It Is comparatively but few
years since it was possible to pierce holes
in diamonds.
This feat made possible
the placing of diamonds on a string, alternating with pearls. This work now Is
don
in diamond cutting establishments.
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in all ladlea' and gentle-meGreat
'a wearing apparel, as ready-to-we8ults,
Overcoats, Skirts, Furs, Hats, Coats, Gloves,
Sweaters, Silk Knit Shawls, Flannel Shirts, Outing
.Night Gowns, Kimonas, Shirt Waists, etc., etc.
Our handsome line or Dress Trimming, rang,
lng in price from 5 cents to $5.00 yard, will be
sold during tho sale with reduction of 25 per cent.
720 pairs men's mixed hose go at C cents a
pair.
Men's working Shirts cheap at 40 cents, now
25 cents.
price-cuttin-
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THREE OF YALE'S OOOD ONES. .FROM LEFT

UPPER PICTURE

TO RIGHT: VERDER, IJ2bT HALFDACK;

DRIBES,

GUARD;

TAD

JONES. RIGHT HALFBACK.
IXJWER PICT U RE EX C APT AI N FRANK HINKEY COACHING THE
ENDS IN BLOCKING.'
--
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foot ball work of this fall. Twisting
KNOX, THE "HUMAN EEL.'-Yale'hU trolley brake did not go amiss. It
right halfback is the son of
put
finishing
oa
the
Ills
touches
of
m
m
m
work cf last season, and he Senator's Philander C. Knox of PennsYale's strength undoubtedly lies in freshman
Is now accounted oae of the best ylvania. Ho Is a great drop kicker
tier back field. She Is light on tackles. guards
and fleet end runner.
in blue history.
She oonnts much on Howard Roome,
who will play full back here this year,
"Bob" Forbes la a Yale standby. He Flanders were barred out by a new
coming from Princeton. He is oae of
rule exempting professional school
the best puntors and kickers in the was formerly captain of the Wesleyan men.
country and con average 66 yards. He team and entered here three years
A husky young chap. Paul Veeder.
is strong on liae bucking. Young Knox ago. Last year he was looked upon as
he son of Philander C. Knox, at right the best tackle in the country. He is has made a strong promise bid in back
though field.
player, and,
half back, is fast gaining a reputation an
Samuel Morse, grandson of Samuel
us a drop kicker. In the preliminary rather weak on the defensive, has imwork te kicked three place kicks. proved in tills la the past few weeks. F. B. Morse, as captain of the 'oii agBiglow will do tackle service. He gregation has shown force.
They call him the "human cel." Great
While obviously discouraged In the
oa long passes, he Is a fleet end run- has a mountain of strength in his
frame. Coach Foster Rock- preliminary work. Coach Rockwell
ner end one of the best backs Yale
well calls him a consistent player.
made it clear to inquirers that san"vcr tad.
The big problem, for the coach has guine confidence was so part of his
A. B. Brides, guard, held down tho been In getting two guards and a cenprogram. "Y'ale always showa her
front end of a trolley car In this city ter. To this date there is no especial- truo strength wueu the time it is
lat winter to keep in form for the ly good timber in sight, Levlne and most needed U at hand," to. said.
s
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woman

Began in the Garden of Eden and has
been going on with all its delicious consequences ever since. It is the starting
point of a woman's life, the hour in which
the sun really begins to shine.
Be she savage or civilized it is the
dawning of the great light for which every
woman longs. The story of how the
world in every clime has done its wooing
is the most fascinating that can be told
the children of men and women.

Read "The Wooing of Woman,"
by Katherine Leckie in the November
Number of our new magazine

cents a Copy
Till-

-

TRANK

SLOG a Year
A. MI.Vm.Y CO..

Wk

3,000 yards of Torchon
just arrived
very handsome patterns worth up to IS ceats a
yard, go at choice E cents yard.

1,000 pairs Bchool

hose for girls and
boys, heavy

colors,

$2.00

flush, black asd
tan. The Leader,
our regular 0c

to

seller, during sale
2 pairs for Z?c.

$7.50. Bath robrs.

I

All colors.

0OOOOO000O0CO

J. D. Eailn, President'
G. Gloml, Vice President

Amusements

it

Jt

'

f

t

r

is.

'

Scretfj

Cha. MeUnl,
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

FINE SHOW 8CHEDULED
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14.
Richard Carle's merry musical melange, "The Maid and the Mummy,"
which comes to the Elks' opera house
Wednesday, 'Nov. 14, was one of the
The
great bin hits of last season.
author, who also is responsible for
"The Tenderfoot" and "The Mayor of
Toklo," was happy in his choice of
materials when he wrote "The Mala
and the Mummy," and ho also was
happy in his coin choice of composers,

K

Successors to

MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

vrythlng la stock to outfit
Jrp
most fastidious
eomploto

tbo

bar

Have been appointed exclusive agent In the Southwest for Job. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, Louls Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell tbe straight article as received by us from the best T4nerie,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States, call and Inspect oar
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price
Issued to dealers only.

Llt

'

LIVE

STOCK

EXPOSITION

mmmmswmmsmmmmawaammmmmmmmmKmammm

y.

Chicago, HI., Dec.

1--

8,

1906

For the above occasion we will sell
tickets to Chicago and return at rate or
$43 25 for the round trip. Tickets on
sale Dec. I to 4 inclusive. Return limit
Dec. 10, 1906. Don't Tail to attend this
exhibition of Live Stock.
T. E. Purdy, Agent

Si

Elizabeth Spencer in "The Maid and
the Mummy."
I'or Hobert iioocl liowers has written
some of tho catchiest nirs for this
musical piece that have been heard
tor ninny seasons on the light opera
stago.
This merry entertainment
made. Its great success at the New
York theater, duplicating its hold upon
the public In Uostou and, in fact,
Th
wherever it was presented.
story of "The Maid anil the Mummy,"
which is In two acts, deals wun a the
Washington
atrical
Stublis, and his property man, Bolivar.
goes to
A scientist, Mr. I.KiUblns,
Stubbs, searching for a mummy upon
which to experiment with his life- giving elixir. Stubbs palms off Bolivar us a mummy, and the results.
when the scientist begins to experi
Inci
ment, may well be Imagined.
dental to this story, there is the story
of the maid. This concerns the daugh
ter of Dr. Dobbins, Flo, and Romero
de Gabanos, a wealthy Brazilian.
There is still another love story concerning the
and his
lady, Trixi Evergreen, who is
simply "crazy" about him.
Among the seventeen song hits the
greatest are "Peculiar Julia," "I Fell
in Ixive With Polly," "My Gasoline
Automobile," "Flo." "O, Gee, It's Great
to be Crazy" and "Sad Experiences."
The companay is large and exceptionally brilliant.
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GAS

actor-mnnag-

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Co.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

ONE OF THE VERY
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BEST ON THE ROAD.
The tremendous and' undisputed
success of the new comedy drama,
which is to
T uck' Josh Perkins,
he seen at Elks' opera house, Thurs
day, Nov. 15, is said to be duo to more
than one reason. In the first place,
"I'ncle Josh Perkins" has what nine
producout of ten latter day
tions cannot lay legitimate claim to
an absolutely original plot, good dia
logue and fourteen different and disA scenic
tinct types of charcters.
product ion complete to the most min
ute detail the brilliancy of its collection of interpreters with all of
theso features and an added list of
high-classpecialties in its favor,
there Is no other lot but that of un
bounded success duo "Uncle Josh
Perkins," and all Indications iwint to
wards its local reception, being one
of tho most successful of the present
season.

: Fay wood
I

Famous Strike Breakers.
Tin' most famous strike breakers in
tinland arc Ir. King's New Life
I'illn. Winn liver and bowels go on
stii.,1-- , i hoy quickly settle the trouble,
u tul ilio jiuilfy inn work gocg right on.
Host euro for constipation, headache
Sells More of Chamberlain's
Cc igh and dizziness. ;5c at all druggists.
"emedy Than Of All Others
Put Toaether.
Aak for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Mr. Tuos. George, a merchant ut Mt. BREAD and take no
othr
Kig!n, Dutario, bays: "I have bad the
"CM agency for Chamberlain s Cough
Had a Clos. Call.
Hi ti;Miy t'Vi-"A dangerous surgical opf ration,
fcinco it was introduced
into Cm.ada, aud I sell as much of it
the removal of a malignant
as
do of all other lines I have on ulcer, us lurge as my hand, from my
iny
put together. Of the many daughter's hip. wns prevented by the
no, , n - s"Ul under guarantee, I have application of llueklon's Arnica Salve'
not ha. I ono bottle returned.
I can savs A. C. Slickel, of Miletus, V. Va.
peifona'iy recommend this medicine "1'eisiatent uso of the Salve completeI have used it myfcelf and given it
ly cured it." lures cuts, bums and
'i !..y children nnd always with the ti'jaries. 'J'.c at all drusslsts.
Ij
t
nits." For salo bv all drugtMi7n wan Rdvertfsea.ent

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
eASV TO REACH.

Hot

relieves

pai::.

builds up

the

system,
cures rheumatism,
cures i idney ailments,

Springs

s

Couldn't Be Possible.
' Tour symptoms," pronounced the
physician. "lndicati hydrocephalus."
"What's that?"
''Water on tbe brain."
"It cur.'i be that, doctor.' .aid Mr.
greatly relieved. "I haven't drunk
iiyc
i drop of it for six months."--Ch- ii
Tribune,

cures diabetes,
cures indigestion,
cures dropsy.
ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,
New Mexico

FIRST

CLASS.
See Santa Fa Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

CXaxOexaeKaKexfX
Alburjuerrj ue

Foundry and

1
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A QIOMI.

DALm IN

WHOLK0ALK

INTERNATIONAL

i

rib-

bed seamless, eilk

Wool blankets all

Ou the morning of June 28 last, thn
Panish steamer Norge struck the Island
,,f Rockall, to the west of the I'ebrldi s;
the ship broke tip. and some ti(H lives
were lost. Apropos of this disaster,
says the London TeW graph. Dr. August
Krogh. of Copenhagen, auks the somewhat perturbing question: '"Can the
compasses of modern hips
influenced
by magnetic disturbances to stu b a degree aa to imperil navigation"'"
According to lu r cot.r-o- . thu Norge
m iU s to the south of
.should have been
i hat it
Rockall, and Dr. Krogh
is impossible to account li r tho diff,
between the ship's re pi ; .siiion pnd
Miat of the reckoning, without i .sc.ir.'.r.j;
;i sudden and large charge iti the deviation of the coinpa-Hs- .
Ho forwards to
Nature depositions made hy twocaptains
m corroboration of this view.
The first of tbece !s by f'apt. Hveysel,
if the steamer Carl, who satts that on a
voyage from the I'niti it States to Denmark he found, by caret til toiar and
ntellar o&servatiou. that, in a Very short
time, when In the neighborhood of
Hockall "both the compasses of the ship
had acquired a hitherto ur.kr.ow u easterly deviation of 10 to 1 degrees. A faint
northern light was visible, and the captain attributed to this eau.'e the magnetic disturbance. Toward nildnivht the
compasses were observed to return to
their normal deviation."
The second evidence is that of Capt.
P. V. Horner, of the British ship Elixir
of West Hartlepool, who came Into the
vicinity of Hockall island on a voyago
from Florida to Llnhamn, in Sweden.
He found that between noon, June 24,
and noon, June 25. tbe compasses had
deviated nine degree. "I wh steering,"
he says, "to pass 20 miles north of IU"
In other words, if he had been on the
south side of the island his ship would
have Buffered the sauie fate a.s the Noi e.
Disturbances of the compass needle like
these are unknown; and the peril they
Involve would justify inquir) by ths
governments of Britain and Denmark to
discover whether there existssoiuethlng
about Kockall's seagirt pyramid to am'
ount for them.
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$1.75, now $1.25.

f

Jag-wa-

Now on Sale at all News - stands

Indies' pure silk elbow length and also Bilk
taffeta fleeced elbow length Gloves regular price

blankets in al.big
cotton
blankets
from DOc upward.

,

u

WOMAN

An excellent Muslin, 36 Inches wide-regu- lar
10 cents yard, during aale 7 cents yard.

cleared out
durtng
ale. 250

Would Like Japs to Be Tall.
The pet desire of theemperor of Japan
is said to be to create by means of a
more carnivorous diet a taller nice of
soldiers.
The European style of food
was tried for Feverul jears on siiki.'I
boys in the government schools, but they
JiidiUed it, anil it did not gie the desired results.
The r port of the doctors who had charge ! Ihe-- e children
at the gov, rr.ir.crit schools could suggest
no better way to secure tall solJ'ers than
to encourage the Japanese to marry
women.

$

value

4, 5, 6

price

bo

'i-

HOWARD ROOME.
Yale fullback, former Princeton
man, who is ono of the best punters
and kickers in the game today, and is
strong on line bucking.

Ladies' fine ribbed Vests, sizes
cents, now 25 cents.

Our entire stock
of blankets must

Magnetic Influence of Island Responsible for Wrecking of Ocean,
Steamer.
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BELIES

Every Economical buyer in this city and vicinity will take advantage of the Grand
Offerings we will make in Every Department of our tore during our PAY DAY
SALE, starting Friday, November 16, and lasting until Saturday, the 24. SPACE
NOT PERMITTING, we mention just a few items:

i

uSvJL:ti ft

12, 1906.

ENGRAVER OF DIAMONDS.

i :

wit-riex-

It would seem that the lemon ci
woe had l)een squeezed dry in the
.lones camp. The famous Jones brothers. "Tad" and "H.," from whom the
blue camp expected great things, at
least a maintenance of their past records, are both In bad shape.
"H.," Jones held up a strong end for
Yale last year, but early In this season he sprained his ankle and so tender Is that member of his lithe frame
'hat he has been denied practice.
"Tad" Jones, who has the reputation of being one of the most famous
quarterbacks In the history of the
game, was also hurt early In the practice. He was considered as especially
fitted for the revteed order of play,
being a snappy worker, with a good
head, understanding of what his feet
are about. He is at work, but not In
true form.

CIIIZEK.

R. R. MALL.

Machine Works

Rroprfrtor

Iron and Brass Castlnaa; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
I'uUeys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa

laafttaf.

Building.
Ropolro on Mining and Mill Msehlnary a aaalait
Aitaqaerete,
Foundry east side et railroad traea.
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KISS

Hot Times
Are Coming

OF

DEAIH

FORFEITS

If you buy your heater

ETENIN)

CITIZEN.

PAGE 8EVEX.
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BATTLE

HILL-HAnn- MN

Vehicles

IS WAGING NIP AND TUCK

-- AND,

of us.
celebrated
line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
to suit all. h vH oc

ijXA H arness

vJjL.r

LIFE

We handle the

at Reduced
Price.

BRIDGE-BEAC-

A

JufsuPEmoR(
AIRTIGHT.

THE FURNITURE MAN

....

Corner Coal and Second

BOTH

PHONtS

fects rallroad-- and all other great institutions as they become functionally

0 ICS
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SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

little White casket was carried
out of the Trinidad Undertaking com
pany's store Friday morning and taken
to San Miguel, says the Trinidad Ad
vertiser. There the body of Rmillanna
Martinez was placed In It, after being
embalmed, and silently she was taken
to the cemetery.
Buck of the death of this
girl is a story of love that braved even
death ItBelf love for her father. A
love which has brought her to lie be
side him cold in death.
Isldro Martinez was taken down
with blood poison In his home more
than a month ago. The afflicted
man was In horrible suffering and his
body became swollen and poisonous.
He cried in his delirium for his "lit
tle baby," as he was wont to term his
daughter Kmllianna. Against the wish
of her brothers she alone nursed her
father and scoffed at the Idea of his
being taken to a hospital.
For ten days this poor little girl
nursed her father. As he grew weaker
and worse she, too, grew thinner and
began to fall.
The little child ror child is all that
she was was untiring in her efforts
to aid her father. It Is doubtful If
the poor little thing slept at all during the long, silent vigil of the
nights in that tortured sick chamber.
Ten days ago the doctor told her
that her father was dead. She
thought he was sleeping. The doctor
tried to lead the child from the room
"Dead!" she screamed. "It's a lie,
I tell you," she cried
in hysteria.
"Papa is not dead. I will show you
He is only sleeping."
Tho girl, crazed with the fear that
it might be so, threw herself upon
"Speak to
her father s dead body,
nie, daddy dear!" she cried, while
tears coursed down her cheeks.
"Speak to your little
Emilianua
Speak to nie!"
With that she rained
torrent of
was truly
kisses upon his lips.
the kiss of death. The little girl was
taken from the room by main force.
Two days after her father had been
Jaid away she, too, was taken down.
Her mother went through the same
watching for her that she had elected
herself to do for her father.
I Ate Thursday night at Just the
hour of blackness she died. Friday
she was laid beside her father. During her own delirium she constantly
called to him. "Don't worry, daddy,
dear, she would pitifully cry, "little
Bmillanna Is coming. Coming to you,
daddy, dear!"
Ia the cold and damp of the dismal earth she is with him now with
hlra to the end of time. Poor little
Eniiliunna, your wish to be with your
But how
father has been granted.
sadly!

Albuquerque Carriage Company

A

s

A

Daughter. Caresses Father

Dead From Blood Poisoning
and Follows Him to Grave.

O. EMMONS
more complex; (2) of the increased
activity and force of federal and slate
regulation, and (8) of a new olllce, the
Incumbent of which must have peculiar and somewhat versatile traits,
mental and otherwise. He must be a
lawyer and know statutes and legal
precedents; he must be familiar with
railroad operation, especially In that
branch that Includes rates; he must
be tactful and. In a technical sense,
what we call In social life a "good
mixer." But, assuming that the office,
or a similar one, is to be created by
corporations.
the
railroad
other
horizon widens to larger questions of
s
of
railroad policy. About
the states now have railroad commissions, some active, some passive, some
with high powers, some with low
powers. As regards the states where
commissions are assertive we are likely to see, for obvious reasons, a tendency toward the creating of the new
"harmonizing" office, while in states
wtlh inactive commissions, though a
good many of thenu have high statu
tory powers the railroad policy will
be to let sleeping dogs continue to
slumber.
West and south we shall
see the new mechanisms of harmony,
In eastern states few or none.
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BAXK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NEW STORE
VISIT 2OUR
NORTH SECOND STREET
it

WITH
WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

Ed-jfhl-

1

j""

J.

Trl-Alp-

ALBUQUKHQUK,

MERCHANT

209
O.

WEST
BAM- -

of Freeh and Salt Meata.
Steam 8ausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT.
My merchant tailoring tnop Is up Masonic Building, North Third Strati
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
,
the public. All work guaranteed
as I bave had fifteen years' ex
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
with Raaoe ft Mauper.
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
Office, 115 North First St.
also cleaned and walking skirts made
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
to order. Olve me a trial.
first-class-

th

Dr. King's

Nor Discovery

s

I

W. E..

MAUGER

VJOOL

O. BAMBINL

MOTT'S

, TOTI A ORAOI
PILLS Dealera In Groceries, Prorisioni, Bat,

PENNYROYAL

Thfty overcome
itspi-lrii- y
and otnttwIonsvtiiurvaM vtjrur
and ban lab "pains uf mrnatrua-tiun.- "

Hioyarff.H

torlrtiat ortranaand
vftipm'ntof

Havers"

wotnanbtMHl. alillng d
botly. rio

TTwTjWaMtV

OTTUUEMl-JAI-

FOR SAIuB BY

Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Ltqaors
and Cigars. Place yoor order fas
this line with ne
NORTH THIRD OTRXn.

,

ANN

M.

BON.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
7.
Groceries, Clgara and Tobaoco, aa
All Klnda of Fresh Meat.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTAT- E- too North
Broadway, corner of 'Wae
NOTARY PUBLIC.
lnirton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M
Room E, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

A. SLEYSTER

.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TAT
LOANS.
Automatic phone 461.
10,
N. T. Armljo Bulldlas-Room

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and orated; aaa
line and. gaa stores repaired.
Next to Walton's drag store, Bout
Third street.

I

KILL the COUCH

Moat Market
All Kind

well-know- n

j

NMW MEXICO

THIRD STREET

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO.
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
BINI. PROPRIETOR.

-

con-!all-

LATEST

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets
KORBtZR (k CO.,

j

University
Notes

THE
'

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc
Harness & Saddles,

e.

l
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j

j
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locomotives,
Over lflt)
went, into commission last month on
roads running out of Chicago.
.
The first Rock Islanad wolden State
limited train Tor the fall left Chicago
over the Rock Inland Sunday and will
Anseles by way
make the. run to
of El Paso.
Portland, Oregon, Nov. B. The in- - plums to be secured by the railroad
Information from Chicago is to the
growth of the Paiiflc coast kings by sunt a move.
dustrial
effect that important changes are
In spite of his defeat In the courts,
tho
Pacific aorthwestls respon- - ,
and
year
cominjr
in
the
h,8 act,vl(y ,n 0.
this
slblo for one of the most sensational talillshiaR branches to his line and It
niangemeiit of some of the western
divisions of the Rock Island system.
wars ever heard of In tht world of was not long before Harrlman's
est In tho Columbia Valley railroad
Work on the long distance teleThe factions in tb weld battle are was revived and ho stepped Info the;
phone between Los Angeles and Denagain od the war was on.
the followers of James J. 4111 and
ver, which will Include Albuquerque.
of
Each contestaat has a
ward Harrlmen. '
Is being rapidly pushed and It is stated
Each man has his armyaf followers little lines and projected pmuU in hisj
will be completed at an early date.
en-oa the scene of action. 'Both menjcontrol. Hill Is directing all his
The system will also be directly conhave their field staffs tha, have been ergy to come south, while Harrlman is
nected with eastern ines.
carefully educated along .he lines of making his fight to iuva.le Cie Hill
territory of the north
battle.
J. F. Johnson, an engineer of the
Harrimaa wants an "across tire conThe bone of contention Is the conEl Paso & Southwestern system, has
line, a Los Angeles to San
the
tinent"
of
sltuitlon
of
the
trol
railroad
160
acres of land about
laid claim to
northwest with its tremenious wealth" Francisco and to Portlnnd route, and
three miles from Demlng, has sunk
producing facilities. Up o date It is also an extension to the Canadian
a well and built a comfortable cotan even break and no ote. has the boundary line. Hill Is fighting to
tage on the new homestead. He and
nerve to predict which nan will win thwart him and at the same time to
his wife and children are now enjoy- GET YOUR GOBBLERS
carry his own lines south through
out.
ing rural life In their own home.
An outlet to the Orient m tho trans- California.
The Columbia river section Is the
oceanic lines has been secured by
The Bisbee, Ariz., Miner says: C.
READY FOR THANKSGIVING
both parties to the conlict and ev- strategic point. Many pitched battles
F. Holman, of Albuquerque, arrived
ery part that can be gahed by tho have been fought here and many men
in the city to spend a few days with
nglneer
comblnatioa of money and brains have been killed in the efforts made to
his father, Mose Holman,
.
Is eagerly fought lor by tie enemie3. retard the work of
in tho stub run. Mr. Holman is him-- I GOV ERNOR
DAY
OF
ISSUES
It Is still nip and tuck. The courts
The beginning of the bittle was the
self a railroad man and will probably;
THANKS PROCLAMATION
dissolution of tho famais "gentle- as well as physical force are being
FOR NOV. 29.
lake a position either here in" the H j
man's agre ement," which came at the worked overtime and hundreds of un
cal yards or out of Douglas on the
time of the verdict In the northera tried suits are awaiting the leisure of
main line.
Governor Hagerman's Thanksgiving
plans for judicial bodies. Damages In untold
securities defeating Hill
Day
proclamation
was
public
made
Wright Smith, of Kansas City, secthe merging of the northern roads ne thousands are being claimed right and
Saturday as follows:
retary of the' Lantry-SharConstruccontrolled. lrevlous to that time left.
And no one can tell just where It
Proclamation,
tion company, was In Albuquerque
the Hill and Harriman interests were
,
yesterday on his way to Helen. Mr. Territory of New Mexico, Executive
prevented from changing the railroad will' end or what will he the final out
railroad
reports rapid progress on all
Smit
map In this section of the country, al- come of this spectecular
Department Thanksgiving Day, A
though there were many tempting war.
of bis company's contracts and says
Proclamation by the Governor.
cut-ofcomf
will be
that the Belen
The past year has been one of un
pleted and turned over to the Santa equalled
prosperity ia the history of
Fe bv the end of February. 1907. Be New Mexico and of the
nation of
fore returning from this trip Mr. which the people of this territory are
Smith will make a complete tour of a part. Spiritually, materially
and
""--returning to Kansas City morally, great strides have been made
the cut-of- f,
'
by way of Texico, N. M.
perfection
which should
toward that
and of naThe Santa Fe is sinking a sixteen-Inc- be the aim of Individuals
Misses Anna Allen and Blanche
well In the Gallup yards, near the tions. It has been a year of bountiful
harvests, of large increase in our
Perkins, both the class of "05, were
shops. At a depth of seventy-fiv- e
great
herds
sheep,
and
of
vlsitins on the hill last Tuesday.
feet the drillers have come upon, pntrl-fle- progressof Incattle
agriculture. In irrigation-- .
t Duranes and
Miss Allen teaches
wood, whjch substantiates the
In
mining
development
of
in
and
the
Miss Perkins at Old .ibuquerque.
legend of the Navajo Indians that a
lavishly!
all
resources
so
the
natural
great lake once stood where Gallup
100 Reward, $100.
Grover Emmons uid Frank Tight,
is. The hole will be put down 1,200 furnished us by nature for the support
Tho renders of this pnper will be plcas- happiness Of our people.
,
to
feet to tap the same body of water andIhroughout
is at leant one have been elected to membership In
loom
there
that
j
spiritual
nation
the
the
fraternity on the condidreaded disease that science has been the
from which the town of Gallup gets life of the people,
e
to cure in oil Its stages, and thHt
and the public
that they survive the strenuous
its supply.
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is the tion
science, have been quickened; official is
positive cure now known to the luit ut Ion which they are undergoing
has been exposed and only
Charles R. Sullivan, a trainman em- wrong-doin- g
medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
this week.
parts
civic
disease, requires a constituIn
weakness
all
uncovered.
ployed by the Santa Fc railroad at the
tional
is
s
Cure
treatment.
Hull
Catarrh
Friday
for
apparent
country
Is
re
of
the
a
there
President Tightleft
seriously
San Bernardino yards, was
taken Internally, acting directly upon the
Injured in an accident which happen- markable awakening of public sent! nioou ana mucous surfaces or tne ays Baton Rouge, l.a., to attend the aned the other afternoon. Walking on ment In suppressing of avarice, graft tem, thereby destroying the foundation nual meeting of the state university
the disease, and giving the patient presidents. At these gatlerings questhe top of a train of box cars, Sulli- and greed, a movement which must I0strength
by building up the constitution
van was suddenly let through to the culminate in the enactment of more ,llia nflHix(ng natur8 tS domg its work. tions of general educational interest
Wholesome
In
ultimately
The
laws,
proprietors
and
have so much faith in Its are discussed as they relate to the
tracks by an unexpected splitting of the purification
curative powers that they otter One state institutions.
Republican, Re
Dr. Tight will be Edward W. Hoch,
of the body politic.
the train as he stepped from one of
cvU.,.
Hundred
Dollars
for tQT' case that it absent from the city for about ten
Elected Governor of Kansa.
the early days of our repub- - lailB to rllre Send
,lHt of tesU.
the cars to the other. Tho train was
days.
Address:
standing still and as he made the lie, when the pioneers from across the menials. CHKNEY
& CO., Toledo. .Ohio.
New
H. J. Hamer, a
t,F;.J:
step the forward section drew away sea first set foot on the shores of New
The girls are planning a candy and Mexico and Arizona ranchman, came
from him and he plunged to the England, the American people have ' :rX Tiaur.Tam'iy rills for const.
at
handkerchief sale to take place
in from his headquarters at Holbrook,
their dependence on tion.
ground. His wrist was t.islocated and
Learnard & Llnderaann's Music store Ariz., yesterday.
he received serious Injuries o the an allegiance to the God of Nations,
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM about the middle of the month. The
and have expressed their trust in and
spine.
boys of the university have promised
given thanks to Him.
A Citizen, Wnt a d. does ino
BREAD and take no other.
wl
a hundred pounds of sugar for makAs evidence of our gratitude to Rod
RUMORED PURCHASE
ing candy and scores of handkerchiefs
A Year of Blood.
OF MEXICAN CENTRAL. for the blessings which have been
The ytar 1903 will long be remem- have been pledged. The proceeds of
Au Important rumor in railroad cir- showered upon us and In obedience to
bered in the home of F. N. Tacket of the sale will be used for buying suits
cles is that of the purchase of the time honored custom, governor
LUNGS
and CURE
Hagerman,
I,
H.
Alliance, Ky., as a year of blood; j for tho girls basket ball team.
the
J.
of
Mexican Central railroad by the Rock
prohereby
nr.
nowea
Mexico,
territory
so
New
of
copiously
wnicn
ironi
Island and the proposed construction
WITH
The senior class in the preparatory
that death seemed very
by the latter of a new and shorter claim and set aside, Thursday, No Tacket's lungs
department
has appointed five of Its
bleeding
wrjtes:
29,
1906,
near.
general
day
as
of
He
"Severe
vember
a
The continued
line to Kansas City.
Clarence Worth, Elwood
presence inVEl Paso of J. L. Bell, who thanksgiving and prayer, to be ob- from the lungs and a frightful cough members,
brought me at death's door, wtieu Albright, l.illie Allen. Lawrence Lee
was to a great extent instrumental in served by all the people of the terri had
I began taking Dr. King's New Dls- and John Wagner to arrange for an
the building of the El Paso & North- tory.
debate with the fresman
covery
Office
this
Done
for Consumption, with the as inter-clasExecutive
the
at
rONSUMPTION
Prlct
eastern and whose frank statement to
tonishing
190G
10th
D.
day
A.
of
result that after taking four team. The question to be discussed
November.
OUCHS and
$1.00
60c
the effect that he Is there for the
qualification
for
Witness my hand and the great seal liottlea 1 was completely restored and is: 'is a property
Fret Trial.
0L0S
purpose of locating the new road,
demore
as time has proven permanently voting in the United States
gives more than ordinary importance of the territory of New Mexico.
one?"
Icuied."
(Signed)
Guaranteed for sore lungs, sirable than an educational
H. J. HAGERMAN,
bur eat and Uuickeat Our for all
to the report.
nn ' coMr at All rlrtiecists. The troshmeu will support tho af- By the Governor:
mtiehu
THROAT and LUNG TROUBThe new Hue if it materializes will
preparatory
(Signed)
Price Mi cents and $1. Trial bottle Urinative and the s' ulor
LES, or MONEY SACK.
J. V. Raynolds.
pass through Carlsbad and will also
class tne negative.
free.
Secretary of New Mexico.
confer upon El Paso another important railroad inlet. It will also give
a complete line for the Rock Island
management from Chicago to Mexico
City over the only road in ilie Mexican republic in which the government
holds no financial Interest.
H
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A. E. WALKER,
riRE

DRAINING A PURSE
Is not our source of livelihood

INSURANCE.

we

Secretary Mutual Building
tion. Office at 217 Weet RaUraaS
avenue.

believe ia giving honest work, honest
materials, for honest money. If there
is a single thing wrong with your
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
plumbing no matter how little, no
matter how big we'll be glad to at LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
tend to it properly, attend to it at
Mulee Bought and Ex- Horses
and
reasonable expense.
BEST TURNOUTS, IN THE C1TV
Standard Plumbing & Healing Co Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

n

TO MOVE JUNCTION
AWAY FROM TEXICO.
A report is current In Roswell that
the Sanla Fe has decried to move
Tile junction oi me I'tcos Vallev sys
tem and tne new Helen cut-of- f
line
from Ttxico to six or seven miles
west at a point
S the cut off ro.id
that will lie made a new town and
called Reilly, says tin- - Record. The
new town will become the division,
instead of Melrose, according to lliis
report. If this change In inude, the
Pecos Valley road will have a new
track liulli. a distance of seven or
eight miles from a point this side
of Texico to Relllv. Out of Reilly it
is proposed to build tie- - Brown wood.
Texas line in an easterly direction.
If this report be true, Texico' a future will be bllghte.l, and Melrose will
not attain tlm sudden success that
was predicted by its promoters. The
railroad company has spent considerable money at Melrose, as well as ut
Texico, anil this causes some doubt
llow-- j
as to the rut li of the report.
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SYSTEM
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The appointment l y tin- Rock Is-- i
lain! and Frisco systems of a new olli- cer bearing the tille of "commerce
counsel." whose duty is t.i
and harmonize thiims with tne interstate coiniM rce an I the stale railroad
commissions, lias several sungesTivft
feature, says the Railroad (iozeiie. It
bears evidence (1) of the leijnl tendency toward specialization which ef-

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-

-

its Location

n

ever, the story has been investigated j
by prominent citizens of Roswell, and
from men In high connection with j
tho road absolute confirmation of thei
reMrt ha been . received.
. .

NEW OFFICIAL FOR
ROCK ISLAND-FRISC-
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PELEN IS :tl MILES SOUTH OK AI.HL'QUEK-Ql'E- ,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINK OK THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
KANSAS
BAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO,
CITY. GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
EKANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM TUB
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
I.Omu r:lT?INES3 AND RESIDENCE LOTS, :5x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH ItROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1..100
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE: SEVERAL 1JVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELKN PATENT JtOlXEIl
MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. F1XJUR WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
Tiii." NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT UK ESTIMATED.
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TO BELEN, N. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Bclcn Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and Im

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pies.

WM.

H. BERBER, SeCy.

920

000
hZ009
A Railway Center
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVED WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTH ARE 1 OW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT:
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS. ONE.THIRD

S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IK
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,
TWO-THIRD-
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What use
you have for us depends. on now uaeful we are to you. Therefore it
'"
Is up
us to make ourselves inlispensnble.
How ty selling shoos that will eive you so much patlBtaction that

V

""'"Wi

you will Rk for them again.
Now do we sell this kind? The sternly lucrease of our business Is
our argument that we do. A trial will prove positively that we do.
'

Shoes for boya and girls. $1.00 to $2.50
1.50 to 5.00
Shoes for womea
Women's "house slippers. .GO to l.f0
1.75 to 4.00
Shoes for men
House Slippers for men. .75 to 2.00

SAUCES

AND CONDIMENTS.

When
purchased at F. V, Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
thy enter. This Is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
is os. 118 and 120 South Second

.aruuii':

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

None realize this fact more
The Holidays ere rapidly approaching.
than do we, and anticipating a repetlon of the gratifying patronage'
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, In
dltioa to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
display la our salesroom, 8outh Second Street, and we cordially Invite
jour early Inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's
Bond In Your

Leading

SOUTH SECOND

THE ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

I

Jewelers

tor Ropalrm

Wmtehom

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe

No

Waste Fuel

TJie Wilson Hot Blast Heater is so constructhat it burns into actual heat every ounce of
ted
coal and every bit of gas. There is no waste.
I
Not only does it cut fuel hills in half,
but it gives greater heating power
than any other heater known.
,
Start a fire in a

la

May.
A regular meeting of Mineral Lodge
No. 4, Knights of Pythias will be held
In tile Elks Lodge room tonight at 8

o'clock. Work la the First Craft rank
will be done.
H. C. ElllBon of Kaasas City, for
merly or Albuquerque, spent the dny
here yesterday.
Mr. KIliHon repre
sents a large Kansas City wholesale
hardware house.
Senator S. W. Dorsey, who years
ago was Interested in the Maxwell
land grant of northern New Mexico,
passed through this city Saturday
night for his home in Loa Angeles.
Dr. Kacamuli, who la the Italian
consul for New Mexico, has concluded
to locate in this city, and will open
an office for the practice of medicine
In room 2 of the N. T. Armijo building.
W. R. Forbes, a ueputy United
States marshal, has returned to the
city from Roswell. Mr. Forbes was
fortunate in filing on a dexert land
claim in the artesian Volt which had
been overlooked.
Harry J. Ely, after spending a
month with relations in Indiana, stopped over In Albuquerque
while en
route to his home In Saa Bernardino,
Cal. Mr. Ely was a resident of Albuquerque for several years.
J. R. Ford or El Paso, Ueputy inspector general D. D. O. P., O. E. 8..
Is visiting Albuquerque, for the purpose of organizing a chapter of O. E.
S.
Mr. Ford Is the guest of Eureka
lodge, No. 13. A. F. fc A- M.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Rttail Merchants' association will be
held In the offices of the association
rooms 2123, Whiting block, Tuesday
evening November 13, at 7:30 o'clock.
Win. D. Clayton, secretary.
Montague Stevens, the well known
ranchman of western Socorro coonty.
Is in the city, visiting Mrs. Stevens
and son, George, who have been stopping here the past three months. They
are residing at 315 W"i Iwl avenue.
There will be a regular meeting of
Ballut Abyad Temple Ancient Arabic
order of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine
at 8 o'clock this evening. A full attendance is desired. John Borrodaile,
Illustrious Potentate.
J. C. Ferger,
Recorder.
Miss Alice Herndon gave a party oa
Saturday In commemoration of her
sixth birthday
t tu resideuoo oi
her parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Hernyoung
don. The
folks enjoyed themselves with the games aad pastimes
usual to such entertainment.
The funeral of the late j'olin Wiley
was held yesterday afternoon at 2:30
in the Lead avenue Methodist church.
The large attendance testified to the
esteem in which the dead maa had
been held by his friends and neighbors. Rev. Rollins officiated and the
members of the Grand Army, tbi A.
O. U. W., and the I. O. O. F., of which
-

WILSON

HOT BLAST DOWN DRAFT

HEATER
it will

be roaring in five minutes.
The perfect damper system enables
you to keep fire for 36 hours.
and

ALBUQUERQUE

CO,'

HARDWARE

SOLE AGENTS
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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Message to the

j

' K. R. Vaughn Is In the Duke City
from Williams, Arizona.
Rev. J. M. Sollle, formerly pastor
of the Highland Methodist rhiircH, left
Saturday night oa a trip to Texas.
A meeting of the Associated Charl-lle- a
was h Id in the parlors of the
Commercial Club this afternoon.
Wade Rhine, former timekeeper on
has departed from
the Hele cut-of- f
Albuquerque for Flagstaff, Arlsnna.
The regular meeting of the Woodmen Circle will be held tomorrow afternoon at 2::!0 o'clock la Oild Fellows hall.
Col. .1. A. Wood, the mining man of
Oolden, Santa Fe county, arrived In
He Is
Albuquerque yesterday.
by his son, M. H. Wood.
Mrs. M. W. Wilcox left. Saturday
night for a vlRlt with her sister, Mrs.
at
Colorado
O. L.
Landmeaser
Springs.
C. A. Colvllle, a well known railroad man from Gallup, N. M., who has
been here for several days, has returned home.
Invitations have been issued by Mrs.
David A. Bittner of 120 South Waller
street, for a card party at her home
Saturday, November 24.
Mrs. Ross Merrltt Bad son, Maxwell,
have, returned from an extended visit
In Chicago. The mother of Mrs. Merrltt accompanied her to the city.
John Hart, the contractor, left Saturday night for Silver City. He will
remain there for a few days la the
transaction of business.
Page B. Otero, of Santa Vv. came
down last sight. He U a brother of
Otero and was formerly
game warden of the territory.
Alexander Shy, of the Golden Rule
Dry Goods store hns gone to Globe,
Arizona to attend the funeral of his
brother.
Dr. William H. Uiirr, one of the
Santa Fe surgeons wag in Albuquerque on professional business yesterday. His office Is at Gallup.
J. N. Coffin, manager of the American Lumber company, left, for the
company's camps in the Zuni mountains on Saturday eight.
The Raton Range says: Mrs. Fred
Nash, of Albuquerque Is in t'iie city
visiting friends. She is formerly from
Katon, having moved to Albuquerque

4K

It

two-piec-

i

high-class-

-

e

12. OO

Q25.00

H. HAHN&CO.

Coal fand Coke

The

It Will Pay You to Trade With

& FIRST
fJM (LP
STREET

NORTH

5c, I0C& 15c

STEEL RANGES

STOVES

$18.00 and

up

Hardware, Crockery, Harness, Saddles
Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

The Ladlei of St. John s Guild will
give a New England supper at Guild
hall Friday evening, November 16,
from 6:30 tc 8 o'clock. The public
is cordially invited to attend and
supper. 35
a good lome-cookcents a plate-- Good service aad plen"
ty to eat.

'i

en-Jo- y

ed

o

.

Citizen vVaut ad does the work.
Try one.
House slippers for men, women and
children. Felt or soft kid, black or
colored, plain or with fur tops. The
kind that combines daintiness with
comfort aid wear. Prices range from
00c to $1.R). C. May's Shoe Store, 314
West Railroad avenue.
A

0

THE BEST GOODS AT TVlE LOWEST PRICES
Home Comfort, Miiler and National Ranges,
Round

.

Oak,

National

Keating Stoves.

Peninsular

and

j

5

TOO LATE FOR CLjsC--' IF ICATION.

woman for genet al
WANTEI A
house work. Apply Miss Bnldridge,
108 South Arao.

We do it right.
perii! Laundry Co.

ROUGH DRY.

WHY PLANT THE SEED VARIETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE

APPLE"

ORCHAR.)

AT SMALL COST? N. W. ALGER,
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

FEE'S

PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES.
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.
Out ROUGH DRY work (lou t have
te washed over. Imperial Laun- drv CV.

Tet. ;oimda of the best extracted
sixty-pounhoney.
!.
can for $5.
.
Orler i.v
W. P. Allen, Box 202
City.
pos-.al-

Tll Woman's Exchanuo Is the only
place- in the city, whore you can always huy home-cookgoods. Try our
pie baked on paprus pie plates. Woed

man's Exthange,
avenue.

401

West Railroad

MRS. M. C. WILSON
.
. . . DEAL

IN . .

two-piec-

Fancy Dry Goods
2-

-'

.

Mtmmplng Don to Order
!:! Atcoue ALBIQIT.RQIE,

WHITNEY COMPANY,

g

he Largest Hardware Mouse in tne aoutnwest
Agcnta:
Winchester Aran and AanaaaitkM.
PLUMBERS AND
1

DOr - WAH - JACK

TINNERS

Hercole

117. 9outh rirut etroet
IIS, tie,403,
North rirmt Btroot
01.

Powder and High Expletive.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Im-

TAXES ARE NOW DUE. KINDLY
PAY AND AVOID EXTRA
WORK
AND EXPENSES.
YOUR CREDIT ?S GOOD WITH E.
M AH ARAN, 516 WEST RAILROAD.
FOR $1
CLOTHE
YOUR FAMILY
PER WEEK.

"SEEDLESS

HODS, STOVE BOARDS, FIRE SETS, ETC.
GET OUR PRICES BEFORE BUYING

COAL

FURNITURE SALE.
The following household articles
are for sale and can be seen at any
time at 421 South Third street: Three
bedroom sets, two rugs and carpet,
chairs and rockers, 2 sanitary cots,
bed slating, Home Comfort range, linoleum, kitchen cabinet and outfit of
kitchen utensils. All of there articles
are in good condition and are free
from contamination; no sick persons
having been in the house.

HONEY

We have just received a complete line of Boys'
Underwear. These goods are full cut, well made garments, from a reliable factory and ve can recommend
them for good durable wear.
Union Suits only $1.00.
e
suits 75 cts. and $1 00 per
Fleece lined
'suit.
e
suits, good weight, only $1.50
Wool
per suit.
We invite your inspection.
!.. I.. Wamiuukn Co.

Un-Convinc-

1

to

Boys' Underwear

190.

YOU

bg

PERSONAL

1J,

may think jou can ret
wlleihad been a member where)
present 1 a hony. imeremeni wan
alone very well withDiano. but it
out
made In a!rvlew cemetery, arrange-I- n
yon
arrangewill
eemetary,
the
consider
a moment you will
Fairvlw
reallrn
Undertaker
of
charge
that
with
in
a thoroughly good
ments
piano !n your home there Is musical
Adams,
enjoyment
A
ed
you
for
without end.
Clinton.). Cramlall, superintendent
A good piano will make your home
of the lrjian school of the Capital
as attractive, provide unlimited
city, arrld here Saturday night In twice.
pleasure for you and your friends, becompany rlth C. D. Smith, of Kansas sides
furnishing a safe investment
BUYERS of good clothes are divided Into two
City. Thsc men are on their way to
has little depreciation because of
A mighty army finds economy and satisfaction
classes:
ho nnnul harvest dance of the In- that blub,
reputation each make we sell
,
ready-made- ;
dians at ,he Jenips Pueblo, which Is the
in the
and a small army of men
enjoys.
going
Is
soon to cciii. Mr. Cramlall
patronize the custom tailor. Now we win ay, canstill
It
a
Isn't
mistake
to
put
ownbeoff
In pursul of professional duty, it
didly, that if you can afford to pay $75 to J100 for a suit
a piano any longer, especially
ing his nsloii to see that the Indians ing
when there is no reason under the
or overcoat, that yew can do no better than to keep ou Pado- not my their celebration to exsun for the delay?
tronizing the Tailor Princes. There Is some sactistacUoa
cess.
Why should you delay?
In knowing that you CAN pay such prices.
played
game
ball'
was
A
baset
Not because of terms, because we
BUT; if you belong to the f.'iO ranks, let us suggest
on Satutlay afternoon between the have told you again and again that
(and prove If you will) that you will get better satisfacgills of tie i nlverslty and those of payments may be arranged to meet
tion, a better fit, and much superior workmanship la one
the Indtai school. The game was the your wishes. Not because of any
first of ne season sml was won by doubt about the quality of the piano
of our ready-madH. S. & M. Suits or Ovearorxits.
the Univrsity with n score of 25 yn:i may select, for that Is guaranteed
If you like custom made clothes at fi- to $30. wo can
to 16.
by us.
give you something better at
If there is any othe
Miss I!sm' IJildrlilae gave n card
reason we
her
party on Saturday afternoon at
ilon't know of It, und If you will come
residence. ins South Arno strett. The in and tell us what It Is we 'believe
of
her
we will be able to clear the difficulty
enter! alaicht wits in honor
guest. Mis iinta Tascher fr Chicago away.
HanMiss
When you next go shopping why
and was Irgely attended.
nah Soun carried off s handsome not call here and select the piano that
Ar
vase as AM prize and Miss I.ela
suits yon?
mijo a liofo fs consolation.
Awaiting your call we arc
TO:
Very respectfully.
J. B. Minby, the Trinidad fcheep
LEARXARD & LINDEMANN,
buyer, arrved in Albuquerque Satur20G West Gold Avenue.
day night after several elays sifent at
Magdulem in the shipment of sheep. New- - Mexico's Ijirgest Piano Buyers.
Mr. Manb; reports the most, prosperous kind f "a season and agrees with
W.
all sheoptKn In the opinion that this
year, will exceed all former ones In
ml and Wtmll
Who
Wk think you will be convinced on theae points SI
t lie numbr of New Mexico sheep and
you will favor us with a call.
lambs ninfcettd.
Tickets for "The Maid nnd The
Mummy" how, which appears nt the Best American Block
$6.50
Elks' theaer Wednesday night, were Hard Nut Coal
8.50
Matson's
put on sab this morning at
Larger 8ize
9.50
choice
aad there was a tig run for
Domestic Gas Cke
6.00
this
seais. Mmaser Matson Informs
Green Mill Wood, per load
$255
otnee that t Is a guaranteed attraction Dry Mill wood, per load
Z.75
and the eenipany of stage artists will Factory Blocks, per load
3.00
on
come to Abiiqiurque from El Paso
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
Railroad Avenue Clothier
a special tain Wednesday.
In All Sizes.
Phones Black, 260
H. R. Stilth. of Globe; W. H.
Auto. 416
olTuscon; W. Aiken, ef BIs-be-e
nd li P. Grlendell, of Douglas.
Arizona, vre In Albuquerque last
night. Tlty were on their way to
their respic'llve homes from
where- tlm had been in attendance
upon a liuetlng of the district emCorresployes of the International
pondence Schools of Scranton, Pa.
Cornello Simdoval, the newly clic- was
ed sherlfT of Sandoval county,
115-11- 7
here Satutlay und yesterday. Ho
elec
very
over
his
Between Railroad and Ccpptr A ve.
much
elated
feels
tlon, becaise his opponent, Emlliano
Sandoval, ho was up for
has a larje, following of friends in
AND
COOKING
HEATING
that coun-- and he thought the race
would havs been much closer than the
returns slow.
With Reservoir and
E. C. Bitler, from Sheridan, WyoARTICLES
ming, arrved in the city today on
Warming Oven
,
the limited. Mr. Butler is the new
manager of the Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power company, takIN
ABUNDANCE
A LARGE ASSORTMENT
ing the position made vacant recently
by the resignation of J. B. Downey, C.
K. Durbln, secretary of the above
company, Intioduced the new manager at The Evening Citizen office and
recommends the gentleman as thoroughly competent to discharge the duties of mamger and one who will
keep the llffits and power going la
good order tl the time. Mr. Butler
was, for fovr years, the same company's maniger at Sheridan, Wyoming.
Mr.

LOCAL, AND

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

N. M
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BLUE POINTS

1
x

i
i

A

PURE FOOD

.ABSOLUTELY

PURE.j

!

'

ORM the aristocracy among oysters
No others equal them in delicacy

of flavor or in the purity of their
white meat. They demand higher prices,
as they are considered by epicures to be
the choicest oysters obtainable. The only Blue Point beds in the

United States are located in the Great South Bay, on the south shore
of Long Island. This bay is fed by the waters of the Atlantic and by
numerous streams of cold, sparkling spring water. There are no cities
or factories along this shore, so that the water is entirely pure and free
from contamination.

NORTHPORJ SELECTS
Thtisf oysurs closely resemble the llluc Point In tbelr delicacy of flavor and plump, hlte moat;
Imt are mucn larger, ttud come from the north fchoro of Long Island inutead tf the south Bhore, the
.
home of l lie nine Point.
Northport Selects are used hy all the ucst hotels and restaurants where a large oyster is
National
oysters
of
the
are
und are .considered to be without a peer in their own class. These
Oyster Currier Company's own raisins.
We use the Sealshipt Carriers, to that we receive them at out store in. as perfect a condi .on
as when they leave tUe s'hell.
--

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT
COLOMBO

TMK

HAIL OANCING SCHOOL
50c

Ladies Free

3E

3

